
SOLID STATE PHYSICS

EXPERIMENT

J. THERMODYNAMICEQUJLlBRlUM

H. Contact Effects

all states of the same energy have the same occupation probabiltiesf(E), since

otherwise there would exist a net particle flux in the direction of higher occu-
pation probabilty,

Condition (H. 1) follows in general from thermodynamic considerations:.
consider two systems of particles (e,g, electrons) which are brought into contact
at a temperature T. Before contact the constant volumina Vi and V2 contain
Ni and N2 particles, respectively, After establishment of the contact, the par-
ticle numbers in both volumina have changed until thermodynamic equilb-
rium between the two volumina has been estabiished, The condition ror this
process is that the free energy F of the whole system reaches a minimum value.
From

Two substances are in electrical contact if charge carriers can pass through
the interface of them, Contacts are:

i. Boundary surfaces in a crystal; for example, two-dímensional defects,

grain boundaries (cr, p. i i i), sudden transitions between different dopings
in one and the same semiconductor ("homo-junctions" such as pii junc-
tions, cr. pp. 334 ff,),

2, Interfaces between two or several substances; for example, between metal
and vacuum, metal and semiconductor, or different semiconductors
("hetero-junctions"), between metal, insulator, and semiconductor
("MaS" )unctions _. metal, oxide, semiconductor),

The action of most electronic circuit and control elements is based on charge
transport through contacts. This transport depends on the behaviour of the
carrier potential energy which, in the neighbourhood of the contact, is posi-
tion-dependent. One often speaks of the potential curve; the potential energy
of electrons or holes is obtained from it by multiplication by -e or +e, The
basis' for the explanation of a contact phenomenon is given by the band scheme
in the environment of the boundary surface in the case of thermodynamic
equilbrium, The potential curve wiI then depend only on the carrier concen-
trations on either side of the interrace and the work functions (see below) of
the substances in contact,

F = Fi+F2 (H. 2)

and
(ÖF)T, v, N, = 0 (H,3)

we obtain

(aFi) (ÐF2)
öF = aNi ,öNi+ ÐN2 ÖN2 = O. (H,4)

T, I, T, v,

With the additional condition of a constant total number of particles

Ni+N2 = N = const. (H,5)

we find
öNi+öN2 = 0, (H. 6)

I. Thermodynamic Equilbrium

Using this we obtain from (H. 4)

(aFt) ( aF2 )aNi T, 1'..= fJN2 T, v,'

It can be confirmed from the derivation of the Fermi-Dirac function l(E)
that the chemical potential (i.e. the variation of 

the free energy with the particle

number at constant temperature and constant volume) is equal to the Fermi
energy C : '

~H, 7)

Thermodynamic equilbrium occurs in a crystal or between several crystals
1,2, ". if the Fermi energy in the system considered has everywhere the same
value, so that' in the band scheme is horizontal: ( 81') _ r

- ,.
-¡W. T, V -

(H.8)

'i :: '2 = ... = const.
i (H,I) Therefore eqn, (H,7) can be written in the form

~l = C2. (H. 
9)

In this way we have shown that the Fermi energy is horizontal also in the band
scheme of a contact in thermal equilbrium,

All 'It '2, ' , . must be reckoned from the same zero of the energy scale. Condi-
tion (H, 1) means, for instance, that in a crystal the net current of charge car-
riers of a given energy must be zero in all directions. This is possible only if
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H. CONTACT EFFECTS

The Fermi energy is determined with respect to the energy bands by the
carrier cOncentration on the one hand (cf. p, 298) and, on the other hand,
with respect to the vacuum potential by the work function, In general the
work function for metals (cf, p. 174) as well as for semiconductors is defined
as the energy difference between the Fermi level C and the potential energy
E~ of an electron i/1 i'acuo at an infinite distance from the crystal (vacuum
potential). This definition of the work function appiies also to semiconductors
whose Fermi level is generally unoccupied, since, for the high energies neces-
sary for emission, the electron distribution function can be replacèd by 

a Max-weii~Boitzmann distribution, The electron gas then behaveS like a Maxwell gas
of concentration /10 ref, eqn. (G,19)) and 

potential energy C,

J. THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

in thermodynamic equilbrium a potential difference wil arise between the
contacting materials, whose value is equal to the difference of the work func-
tions (cf. Fig. 149), The potential difference Ve is called the contact potential
or Volta potential:

Fio. 149, Band scheme of a metal-metal contact. x

1
/Vel = -/W1-W2!,e

The contact potential causes an electric field whose spatial distribution depends
on the carrier concentrations of the materials in contact,

In the following we shall describe the formation and the measurement of a
contact potential through the example of a metal-metal contact (cf, Fig. 149),
The contact is assumed to be made between the two metals land 2, with the
electron concentrations 111 and 112 and the work functions WI and W2' The zero
of the energy scale lies below the vacuum potential by an amount of

Cí+Wi = Cf+Wz, (H,l1)
where ç~, C; are. the Fermi energies of the metals i and 2 before the contact

has been made.
By analogy to (E. 24) we can neglect the temperature dependence of the Fermi

energy and give the electron concentrations as

1 ( 2m )3/2
ni = - .'-(Cí- £;1)3n2 fi2 ,

1 ( 2m ) 3/2/12 = 3n2F(C2-E;2) .

E;1 and E;2 are the energies of the bottoms of the conduction bands before

contact (on p. 162 this energy was taken as the zero of the energy scale), .I

We assume both metals to be at the same temperature T and Wi -cWz.
When these two metals are brought from infinity to a small mutual distance,
an exchange of electrons wil set in because of the thermionic emission which
always exists at T ~ OaK; since WI -c W2, at first more electrons pass over
from metall to metal 2. This results in an excess of negative carriers on metal
2, an electric field is built up and a potential difference arises between the two '
metals. This potential difference is established at such a value that the net
current between the metals is vanishing; in thermodynamic equilbrium it
reaches the value Ve of the contact potentiaL. .since no potential differences
may exist in a metal, the energies of all electrons of the metals land 2 are re-
duced by C~-Ci and increased by C2-C;,respectively, and we have

Cí -'i+CIi-C2 = eV,,;

(H. 10)

1. VOLTA POTENTIAL
\

Considèl'iiig the band model of a cOntact, we choose the vacuum potential
or an energy fixed to Itas the 

zero of the energy scale. When two crystals with
different work functions 

come into contact, the Fermi levels must get estab-lished at the same position, The carrier concentrations in the interior of the
crystals are not influenced by the contact, that. is, the position of the Fermi
levels relative to the energy bands remains unchanged, The adjusting of the
Fermi levels to the saine height is thus only possible if 

the band schemes of thematerials in contact. are shifted with respect to one another, This means that
(H, 12)

((x) ffefa/7
ffefa/ Z

before alter alter before
(H, 13)

making contact

£"'-----i-
Wi

Iç;~.,.
E'W~01

l---- f",
Wi

¡,

310 (H. 14)
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H, CONTACT EFFECTS

(;i and (;2 are the Fermi energies of the metals 1 and 2 after the contact has been
made, From this we obtain from (H. I) and (H. J I)

(;í -C2 = W2," Wi = eVe. (H. 
15)

Thus, after the contact has been made, the band schemes of the initially
separated metals are mutually displaced by eVe (cf, Fig, 149). Since physically
only energy differences are significant, it is common practice to take the band
scheme orone of the contact materials as fixed on the common energy scale
(e.g. (;~ = (;t) so that the scheme of the other is shifted by the full amount
of the contact potential (e,g, C2-C~ =: eVe)'

The carrier exchange between the two metals which causes the contact po-

tential involves so few particles that the concentrations1li and 112 are almost

uninfluenced bythecontacLThus we 
can write in a good approximation, accord-

ing to ,CH. 12) and (H. 13);

and
Cí -E;i = Cl -Eel

(H. 16)

C2-E;2 = C2-Ee2,
(H. 17)

Taking (H. 1) into account and subtracting the above two equations, we obtain

Ee2-Ec1 =: (Cí-E~i)-(C2-E;2) = Cí-C2-(E~1 -£~2) (H,18)

or, with(H. 15),

eVa == Ee2-Eei = eVe-(E;i -E;2). (H. 19)

The quantity Va is called the Galvani voltage, It corresponds to the energy
difference between the bottoms of the conduction bands of the contact materi-
als, The Galvani voltage is identical with the contact potential ditference only
if the electron affnities of the two metals are equal; then £;1 = £;2' The Ga 1-
vani voltage cannot be measured immediately; it can be determined from eqns.

(H, 12), (H, 13), and (H, 18),

In contrast to this, the contact potential can be determined directly,

2, THE KELVIN METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF THE CONTACT POTENTIAL DIFFER ENCE

In principle it should be possible to .measure electrostaticaUy the coiitact

potential.difference between the two metals I and 2, if the two poles of

the electrostatic voltmeter consist of the same metals 1 and 2 and each is con-
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I. THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

nected with the same metal. The establishment of thermodynamic equilib-
rium is then only based on thermionic emission; at temperatures reached in

practice, however, this process takes too long a time,
One uses rather a retarding field method. The two metals form the plates

of a plate capacitor, which are connected through a galvanometer with a poten-
tiometer (cr. Fig, 150). In this way the thermodynamic equilbrium and thus
the contact potential difference can be established very rapidly and indepen-
dently of the plate separation, As long as the voltage applied is equal to zero,
a change of the pliite separation gives rise to a change in charge ofthe capacitor
and a current may flow. If an external voltage U is applied to the capacitor,

2-
n
II
II
II
II
II
II
U

U-t

Fio, 150, Measurement of contact potential differences using the compensation
method by Kelvin,

,/
which is opposite to the contact potential difference, the charge of tql two
metals is reduced until it vanishes at the particular value U = - Ve, In this
case a change of plate separation with zero charge wil not give rise to a cur-
rent flow. In practice the two metals i and 2 are used in the form of an oscilat-
ing capacitor and the alternating current is compensated by a variation of the
direct voltage U, The accuracy with which the contact potential difference can
be measured is LIVe"' 10-4 V,

In the band scheme the measurement of the contact potential means the
following, If Wi ~ W2 in thermodynamic equilibrium the metal 1 is charged
positively relative to the metal 2 (cf, Fig, 149), The potential - Ve of metal 2
is therefore lower than that of 1, and accordingly the potential energy eVe

of 2 is higher than that or 1 (the band scheme of 1 is assumed to be, fied, cf.
p, 312). If by application of the external voltage U the potential of 2 with
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H. CONTACT EFFECTS

respect to I is increased, the potential energy of 2 drops by - eU. If U = _ Vc
the metals in contact liave the same band schemes as the metals at infinite
separation,

II. iyetal-Semiconductor Contacts

Contacts involving semiconductors are in principle different from metal-
metal contacts since the semiconductor inay have a space charge near tIie
boundary surface, By virtue of the Poisson equation of electrostatics

d2V _ --l e(x)

dx2 - EE.O (H. 20)

(e is the static dielectric constant of thé semiconductor and EO is the vacuum
permittivity), a space charge e(x) mea~s the existence of a position-dependent
potential and thus a position-dependent variation of the potential energy

-eV(x) for the electron ensemble in the semiconductor, Therefore the energy

bands are shifted by -eV(x) in the space charge region (the so-called bend-

ing or' energy bands, band curvature), In thermodynamic equilbrium the
Fermi energy remains independent of position, according to (H. i),

1. CONTACT BETWEN METALS AND n-TYPE
SEMICONDUCTORS

Let us consider a contact between a metal with the work function W m and

an n-type semiconductor with the work function Wn (cf, Fig, 151), We assume

Wm ~ Wn
(H,21)and

Wm-Wn....L1E¡.
(H, 22)

The assumption (H, 22) makes it unnecessary to take into account the presence
of the valence band. We shall also assume the band scheme of the insulated
semiconductor to be independent of position; the bands are thus liorizontal
up to the semiconductor surface, that is, the donor concentration is position-
independent and the surface states (cf, p, 327) are neglected, .

Thermodynamic equilibrium is established if electrons pass from the
semiconductor to the metal unti the charge Q produced in thi way gives rise
to the contact potential diference eVe = W m - Wn, The positive charge of the

semiconductor is constituted by the ionized donors whose electrons. represent
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II, METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR CONTACTS

¿

the negative surface charge on the. metal. As the distance between metal and
semiconductor is reduced, the charge. required by the theImodynamic cqui.
librium becomes higher and higher and cannot be produced any longer by the
donors in the immediate vicinity of thesemIconductor surface, For example,
for Vc = 10-1 V and a separation of 10-7 cm, the necessary charge per unit
area is Q ~ 10-7 A sec/cm2 ~ 1012 unit charges per cm2. A strongly doped

n-type semiconductor may have a donor concentration of about N D ~ 1018

cm-a. that is, in a volume of 1 cm2X 10-6 cm at most 1012 ionized donors are
available as positive charges. From this typical example it follows that the

EM

Heta!

tJerare after after JlCIVI C "
making cantact .f"

,1

FIG. 15 i. Band scheme of an ii-type semiconductor-metal contact. Banù bending
in the space charge region,

charge in the semiconductor must be distributed over a depth of at least IO-G
em, that is, as to the order of magnitude, over at least 100 interatomic spacings,
As the separation between metal and semiconductor vanishes, the surface
charge of the semiconductor spreads to form a space charge.

The electric fidd penetrates into the semiconductor, The contact potential
ditference is displaced more and more into the iiiterior of the semiconductor,
The ençrgy bands of the semiconductor become bént according to (H, 20).
By virtue of the continuity condition of the dielectric displacement density

the potential curve has a break at the transition from vacuum (E = 1) to the
semiconductor (E ~ 1): the curved potential begins in the semiconductor with
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H. CONTACT EFFECTS

an inclined section whose increment is smaller by the factor .1/e than in vaCUQ.

If the surfaces of metal and semiconductor are in contact, the entire contact
potential difference lies inside the semiconductor, The energy band curvature
due to this fact yields a position-dependent electron concentration iiix) in

the space charge region, in the so-called boundary layer of 

the semiconductor,Positive volume charge means that the energies of the states have. increased
compared with the Fermi level ("upward" band curvature) and the occupa-
tion probabilty has decreased. The boundary layer wil then have a deficit
of electrons; for this "depletion" layer ". -c 11, The opposite case of 

an "accu-mulation" layer with ". ;: 11 is encountered when a negative space charge raises
the occupation probabilty of the states in the boundary layer ("downward"
band curvature).

While the position-dependent carrier concentration in the boundary layer
is determined by the two contact substances, the carrier concentration in the
inner part of the semiconductor has the. position-independent value 11.. ND

given by the condition of neutrality,

2, THE SCHOTTKY BOUNDARY LAYER

In the following we shall calculate the potential curve and the thickness

of the so-called Schottky boundary layer which is characterized by a position-
independent space charge density ri (cf. Fig. 152):

e(x) = eND = const, (H, 23)
The space charge (!d per unit area is contained in the boundary layer of
thickness d; the value of d is to be calculated, In this layer all donors are ion-
izedand no conduction electrons are present.

f(x)
Space cf¡arg~

h~. . )(

FIG, 152, Schottky layer in an n-typ semiconductor.
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. The potential curve is obtained fròm a solution of Poisson's equation (H, 20)
with the help of (ll. 23):

d2V 1 eND.
-=--ri=--=A. (H. 24)dx2 Eeo eeo

Here x is the position coordinate (x~O denotes the metal-semiconductor

interface, x ;, 0 is the interior of .the semiconductor) and A is a constant.
The solution of(H, 24) is a parabolic potential distribution in the form

. AVex) = TX2+Bx+C. (H,25)
The constants Band C are obtained from the boundary conditions, At x .= 0

-eV(O) = Wm - Wn, (H,26)
or

iC = -(Wm-Wn).
e (H. 27)

Then at x = d
-eV(d) = 0 (H, 28)

and
dV (d) = Ad+B = 0,
dx (H,29)

. that is,
B = - Ad. (H,30)

Substitution of (H. 30) in (H. 25) yields

A
Vex) = T(d-x)2,

J
.f
.'

(H,31)

where

d2= 2C
A (H. 32)

or, using (I-1. 24) and (H. 27),

eNDVex) = -_(d-X)2
2eeo

and we have for the required thickness of the boundary layer

. ( 2eeo )1/2d=eWD (W",-Wn) .

(H. 33)

(H. 34)
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H, CONTACT EFFECTS

The thickness of this layer decreases as the donor concentration, that is, the

space charge density, increases. Equation (H. 33), however, is valid only as
long as the distance 0D between the donors is much smaller than the boundary
layer d, i.e, if

d:::: 0D ~ Njj1/3.
(H. 35)

For a metal-germanium contact, for example, under the .assurnption Wni-
Wn = 0,3 eV, eo. = 16 and ND = 1017 cm-a, we obtain a value of d ~ 7x 10-6
cm, For comparison, we have to point out that the mean distance of 

the donorsis 0D~2X 10-6 em so that eqn. (H. 35)is barely satisfied. This example shows
that the condition must be checked in every case.

If a voltage is applied to the contact (e.g, by changing the potential of the
semiconductor by :J U relative to the metal), the band scheme of the semicon-
ductor is shifed with respect to thàt of the metal by :¡eU (cf, Fig, i 53). The

E(x'

W,,Wn+eu

. .
ilEo':i" -tn-~-.-$-

x

E(x)

_I,~ .
,''t, ,_,_ tJEot..4df~ .---~:;~

LFIG, 153, Schottky layer in an n-type semiconductor with applied voltage :I U.
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potential curve at the contact behaves as if the work function of the metal,

W"" had been changed by.:J eU. The thickness of the Schottky layer is thus a
function of the voltage; we have instead of (H, 34)

( 2eeo ) 1/2d(:JU) = eWD (Wm-Wn:JeU) , :(H,36)

. This means that with constant space charge density e the space charge ed,

which is equal to the surface charge of the metal, varies with the voltage

applied,
Since, according to the assumption (H. 23), the Schottky layer contains

only immobile ionized donors and no conduction electrons, it represents an
insulating layer between the metal (x:$ 0) and the semiconductor (x;; d).
Electrostatically, the contact between a metal and an ii-type semiconductor
behaves like a capacitor whose capacity per unit area is given by

C = e;o, (H. 37)
or, using eqn. (H, 36), by

c = ( eeoe2ND )1/22(dW:teU) , (H. 38)

where
L1W=Wm-Wn. (H,39)

We see that the capacity of the Schottky boundary layer depends on the
voltage applied. Measurements of the capacitance plotted in the form of 1/(;

versus voltage U yield. straight lines and are thus in good agr.éémeIit. with

(H, 38). From the slope of this straight line we can determine the donor con-
centration or the didectric constant of the semiconductor; the extrapolation

1/(; - 0 yields the value of dW, The values thus obtained for dW, however,

are generally not in agreement with the contact potential difference W m - Wn

obtained from other measurements, for instance, from determinations of the
work functions W m and Wn. This is due to the existence of surface states (cf,
pp, 327 ff.) which also influence the potential curve,

3, CONTACT BETWEEN METALS AND p-TYPE ~EMTCONDUCTORS

The contact between á mc:tal and a. p-type semiconductor with W m ~ Wp
can be treated in the same way as the contact between a metal and an n-type
semiconductor With W m ;: Wn. In the former case more electrons go over from
the metal to the semiconductor. Ths results in the appearance of a negative
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8~8€Ve
~ Wp ~8~e8G
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hole. . .
888€V8

(0) (b)

Figure 100 Crystal structure of silcon with a silcon atom displaced by (a) a pentavalent (donor)
impurity atom and (b) a trivaJent (acceptor) impurity atom.

concentration of electrons is much larger than that of holes. The conductivity
of the crystal is controlled by the group V impurity concentration.

If a trivalent element, boron, aluminum, or gallum, is used as the
substitutional impurity, one electron is missing from the bonding configura-
tion, as ilustrated in Fig. 1-6b. A hole is thus produced with a fixed negative
charge remaining with the impurity atom. The number of holes is equal to the
number of impurity atoms if ionization is complete. The trivalent impurity in
silicon ig known as an acceptor since it accepts an electron to produce a hole.
This type of semiconductor is called p type.

Energy-band diagrams for both n- and p-type semiconductors are ilus-
trated in Fig. 1-7. The energy level Ea, measured from the valence-band-edge
energy E" is called the ionization energy of the acceptor impurity. The
ionization energy is small because an acceptor impurity can readily accept .an
electron. The small ionization energy puts the impurity energy level near the
valence-band edge and inside the forbidden gap. Similarly, Ed, the donor
ionization energy, is measured from the band edge E, and represents the
small energy required to set the excess electron in a donor atom free, The
ionizatìon energies of some important impurities for Si, Ge, and GaAs are
given in Fig. 1-8, where the levels in the lower half of the forbidden gap are

Conduction band
E,

-I Conduction band E,
E" = 1.1 eV

I
EQ :: .05 eV

_. _1_________
Valence band £1.

(b)

r
Ed:: .05 eV

rlieV
. Valen..c band

(oj

EO'

Figure 1.7 En~rgy-band diagram of (a) an n-type semiconductor and (bl a p~type semiconductor.
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.Qi5_ -
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Te 0 Sn . Si Ge Se- - --
.003 .ç .001 .002 ~ .001 .00;
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---..---------:sï---0.68 eV :n J2
J &! &! &! .Q!I :õ.Q!lmBA1TiGa In

.24

08 .15
. 0'1 .O::4 .~6 ~ 0-:3~2.-= _ .-:
Mg Cd Zn Si Ge Cu

GaAsGe SI

Figure 1..8 Ionization energies for various impurities in Ge. Si. and GaAs at 300 K. (After Sze (/1.)

measured from E. and are acceptors unless indicated by D for a donor leveL.
The levels in the upper half of the forbidden gap are measured from E, and
are donors unless indicated by A for an acceptor leveL. Although most

impurity atoms introduce a single energy level, interaction between host and
impurity atoms may give rise to multiple impurity levels such as gold or
copper in silcon,

1-4 FRE-CARER CONCENTRATION IN SEMICONDUCTORS

In order to determine the electrical behavior of a semiconductor, we need to
know the number of electrons and holes available for current conduction. We
shall consider the electron density in the conduction band and shall apply the
result to holes in the valence band by analogy. The electron density in the
conduction band can be obtained if the derisity-oJ-states Junction N(E) and
the distribution Junction J(E) are given. The first function describes the
available density of energy states that may be occupied by an electron. The
second function tells us the probabilty of occupancy of these available

energy states. Thus, the density of electrons is the density of occupied states
in the conduction band.

Energy and Density of States

In the energy-band diagram shown in Fig. 1-9 the lowest energy level in the
conduction band, i.e" the band-edge energy E" is the potential energy of an
electron at rest, When an electron gains energy, it moves up from band edge
to energy level E. In this picture, E - E, represents the kinetic energy of the

electron.
The density N (E) of available states as a function of energy E - E, in the
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E,

The valence-band-edge energy E, represents the potential energy of the hole,
and E, - E represents the kinetic energy of the hole.

The Distribution Function

The probabilty that an energy level E is occupied by an electron is given by
the Fermi-Dirac distribution function

E, f(E)
etE-E¡)/kT + i

Flgu 1-9 Schematic representation of kinetic and potential
E energy in the energy-band diagram.

where E¡ is an important parameter called the Fermi level, k is Boltzmann's
constant, and T is the temperature in kelvins. Figure 1-10 shows the proba-

bilty function at 0, 100, 300, and 400 K. There .are several interesting ob-

servations we cim make regarding this figure. First, at 0 K, f(E) is unity for all
energy smaller than E¡, This indicates that all energy levels below E¡ are
occupied and all energy levels greater than E¡ are empty. Second, the
probabilty of occupancy for T). 0 K is always l at E = E¡. independent of

temperature. Third, the function f(E) is symmetrical with respect to E¡. Thus,

the probability that the energy level E¡ + dE is occupied equals the probabilty
that the energy level E¡ - dE is unoccupied. Since f(E) gives the probability
that a level is occupied, the probability that a level is not occupied by an
electron is

conduction band is derived in Appendix A:

N(E) = 7%(2m,)3/2(E - E,)1I2 (1-2)

where h is Planck's constant, the numerical value of which is given in
Table I-i, along with other important physical constants. The density of

allowed energy states in the valence band is given byt

Table 1.1 Physical constants

Constant Symbol

Avogadro's number N,
Boltzmann's constant

Electronic charge q

Electronvolt eV

Free-electron mass m

Permittivity of free space "

Permeabilty of free space IL,

Planck's constant

Thermal voltage at 300 K. VT

Velocity of light

i - f(E)=--,-
i + elEl-ëllkT

Since a level not occupied by an electron in the valence band means that the
level is occupied by a hole, Eq. (1-5) is useful in finding the density of holes in
the valence band.

For all energy levels higher than 3kT above E" the function f(E) can be

N(E) = 7%(2mh)312(E, - E)'/2 (1-3)

Magnitude

6.023 x t 023 molecules/mol

1.38 x 10-23 J/K = 8.62 x 10-' eV/K

1.6 x LO-"C

1.6 x 10-"J

9.1 x 10-li kg

8.854 x 10-" Flem

1.257 x 10-8 H/em

6.625 x 10-" J-s

25.8 mV

3 x 101l cmls

f.j

t Strictly speaking, m~ and m" in Eqs. (1-2) and (1-3) are known as the density-or-state
effecti\"~ masses.

0.5

¡(HI-- Fiure 1.10 The Fermi-Dirac distribution function al
different temperatures.

(1-4)

(1-5)
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approximated by

f(E) = e-IE-E¡llkT (1-6)

which is identical to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function for classi-
cal gas particles. The electrons in the conduction band obey Eq. (1-6) if
E, - Ei:; 3kT, For most device applications, with the exception of tunnel

diodes and injection lasers, the function in Eq. (1-6) is a good approximation
for f(E).

Equilbrium Carrier Density
The total number of electrons in the conduction band is obtained by integrat-
ing the product of the density of states and the occupancy probabilty

n = f= f(E)N(E) dE
lE, (1-7)

Substituting Eqs, (1-2) and (1-6) into Eq. (1-7) and performing the integration,
we havet

where

n = f= ~(211,)'/2(E - E,)I/2 e-tE-E¡I/kT dEh,
= ~(211,),,, e-IE,-E¡IJkT f" (E - Eel/2 e-IE-E,llkT d(E - E,)

JEi.= N, e-(E,-E¡IJkT (1-8)
N, = 2 e7r:i~kT)' (1-9)

The quantity N, is called the effective density of states in the conduction band.
In silicon, N, is equal to 2.8 x 10" cm-' at 300 K (room temperature). Similar-
Iy, the density of holes in the valence band is

IE,P = _= (1- f(E))N(E) dE

Substituting Eqs. (1,3) and (1-6) in Eq, (I-!O) and integrating yields

(1-!O)

p = Nve-(ErErl/kT (I-II)

where
31'

(27rllhkT) .
N, = 2 -i (1-12

t Using the definiie integral

101 xll'e-iu dx =.. l'io 20 'Va

. .~
"

.~

ii

~

..il
~.
.!

l¡
~j
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1~.l
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The quantity N, is called the effective density of states in the valence band,
and N,. is 10'9 cm-' for silcon at room temperature. The process of Obtaining
the intrinsic distribution is displayed graphically in Fig. 1-11. The intrinsic-
carrier density, effective density of states, and band-gap energy of Ge, Si, and
GaAs at room temperature are given in Table 1-2, along with other important
properties.

The product of Eqs. (1-8) and (1- ii) is

np = N,N,e-E,IkT (1-13)

where Eg = E, - En which is the energy of the forbidden gap. The band-gap
energy is slightly temperature-dependent and can be described by the em-
pirical relation

Eg = E.o - ßT (1-14)

where ß is the temperature coeffcient of the band-gap energy and Ego is the

extrapolated value of E. at 0 K. For silicon we have E.o = 1.2 i e V and

ß=2.8x 10-4eV/K. Substituting Eqs. (1-9), (1-12, and (1-14) into Eq. (1-13)
and simplifying yields

pit = K,T'e-E,.I'T (1-15)

where K, is a constant. Equation (1-13) states that the np product is a constant
in a semiconductor at a given temperature under theriial eqiiilibriuii. Thermal
equilibrium is defined as the steady-state condition at a given temperature

without external forces or excitation. This pn product depends only on the
density of allowed energy states and the forbidden-gap energy, but it is
independent of the impurity density or the position of the Fermi leveL.

d

..\(/:.1

(a)

d

Ari'õI =11,

1\ .ril~.ii .\'IHI

fit.,

(hI ie)

F1gure 1..11 Gmphili11 procedures for obhiining the intrinsk'.curricr concentration: (0) the density-
of-slate~ function N(E). (h) the Fermi~Dific fum:tionf( E). and te) the density of carriers N(E)f(E)
at 30 K. The shaded areas in (0) correspond 10 ihe effeClive density of slales; see prob. 1,11 for
further explanation.
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Table 1-2 Properties of Ge, Si, and GaAs at 300 K (After Sze (1) and Grove (2))

Property Ge Si GaAs Si02
Atoms or molecules/cmJ 4.42 x 1022 5.0 X I(f2 2.21 x ion 2.3 x ion
Atomic or molecular weight 726 28.08 144,63 60,08
Density, g/cmJ 5.32 2.33 5.32 2;27
Breakdown field, V/cm -10' -3 x 10' -3.5 x 10' -6x 10.

Crystal structure Diamond Diamond Zinc hlende Amorphous
Dielectric constant 16 11.8 10.9 3,9
Effective density of states
Conduction band NO' cm-J

1.04 x 1019 2.8 x 1019 4.7 x 1oJ7Valence band N" cm-J
6.1 x 10'. 1.02 x 1019 7.0 X ¡o.

Electron affnity x, V 4,13 4.01 4.07 0,9

:.::.;,-..:.i"..,
, ,-_._. ...,,".-......

i,~::,:~-,\:",",(,;,-'::,~';;:!i~h;~t:àÚi~~~Ù:~~~1i~~r~
.,......,..,,:.; ,c.''. ;,.,....::_...0._." ..~'.~;':-

0.68 1.2 1.43 -8Energy gap, eV

Intrinsic carrier
1.5 x 101. 107concentration n" cm-3 2.5 x 1013

Lattice constant, Å 5.658 5.431 '5.654

Effective mass:
m. = 0.33m, m~ = O,26m O.06mElectrons m. = 0.22m, m~ = 0.12m

0.56mHoles mh = O,31m, m~ = O,23m mh = O,56m, m ~ = 0.38m

Intrinsic mobilty:
1350 8600Electron, cm2/V-s 3900

Hole, cm2/V-s 190 . 480 250

Temperature coeffcient
5,8 x 10-' 2.5 x 10-' 5.8 x 10-' 5 x 10-7of expansion

Thermal conductivity,
0,8 0,01W/cm-oC 0,6 1.5
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The Metal-Semiconductor Junction.
Schottky Diode. OHMIC CONTACTS

u Proaramm .. Quant.mech.lntro .. Sol,St.ntro .. defects u quant,structures .. auto-organization.. p.
structures.. si:hottky structures u hetero structures .. photo detectors .. Light-emitters.. transistors..

Technology..--~-
Metal-to-semiconductor contacts are of great importance since they are present in every
semiconductor device. They can behave either as a Schottky barrier or as an ohmic contact
dependent on the characteristics of the interface. This chapter contains an analysis of the
electrostatics of the M-S junction (i.e. the charge, field and potential distribution within the device)
followed by a derivation of the current voltage characterisitics due to diffusion, thermionic emission
and tunneling and a discussion of the non-ideal effects in Metal-Semiconductor junctions.

Structure and principle of operation

1. Structure

The structure of a metal-semiconductor junction is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a metal
contacting a piece of semiconductor. An ideal Ohmic contact, a contact such that no potential
exists between the metal and the semiconductor, is made to the other side of the semiconductor.
The sign convention of the applied voltage and current is also shown on Figure 1.

metal semiconductor Ohmic
contact

anode cathode

n-tye

I x
..

o Xd

+

Figure 1 : Structure and sign convention of a metal-semiconductor junction

2. Flatband diagram and built-in potential

The barrer between the meta and the semiconductor can be identified on an energy band diagram. To constrct

such diagram we first consider the energy band diagram of the metal and the semiconductor, and align them using

4/6/04 4:26 PM
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the same vacuum level as shown in Figure 2 (a). As the metal and semiconductor are brought together, the Fermi
energies of the meta and the semiconductor do not change right away. This yields the fIatband diagram of Figure
2 (b).

.E
EWUlJ&m Metal SemiconductorEwio.mt

aA,j-LE,
-----.------------ EF

Metal Semiconductor
gEEM~ ~;.

aA'

a~ a gl E,
------- ------------. EF

af1

En~ E;

E.
x

(a) (b)

Figure 2 : Energy band diagram of the metal and the semiconductor before (a) and after (b) contact is made.

The barrer height, fB, is defined as the potential difference between the Ferm energy of the meta and the band

edge where the majority carers reside. From Figure 2 (b) one finds that for an n-type semiconductor the barer
height is obtained from:

h = (P M - ,.t' ,for an n -tye semiconduc tor (1.)
Where FM is the work function of the meta and c is the electron affinity. The work function of selected metals

as measured in vacuum can be found in Table 1. For p-type material, the barer height is given by the difference
between the valence band edge and the Ferm energy in the metal:

E
AI = ~ + ,.t- (P M ,for a p -tye semiconduc tor (1.2)

q

A meta-semiconductor junction will therefore form a barrer for electrons and holes if the Fermi energy of the
meta as drawn on the fIatband diagram is somewhere between the conduction and valence band edge.

In addition, we define the built-in potential, fi, as the difference between the Fermi energy of the meta and that of

the semiconductor.

Ee -Epn
A = (PM - ,,'t- ,

q

E - Ep
A = x+ c ,p -(PM

q

The measured barrier height for selected meta-semiconductor junctions is listed in Table 1. These experimenta
barer heights often differ from the ones calculated using (1,1) or (1.2). This is due to the detailed behavior of
the meta-semiconductor interface. The ideal meta-semiconductor theory assumes that both materials are
infinitely pure, that there is no interaction between the two materials nor is there an interfacial layer. Chemical
reactions between the meta and the semiconductor alter the barer height as do interface sttes at the surface of
the semiconductor and interfacial layers. Some general trends however can stll be obseived. As predcted by
(1.1), the barer height on n-type semiconductors increases for metas with a higher work function as can be

verified for silicon. Gallium arsenide on the other hand is known to have a large density of surface states so that
the barer height becomes virtualy independent of the meta. Furhermore, one finds the barer heights reportd

in the literature to var widely due to different surace cleanng procedures.

Table 1: Workfunction of selected metals and their measured barrer height on Ge, Si and GaAs.

n -tye (1.3)

p -tye (1.4)

416104 4:26 PM
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Ag AI Au Cr Ni Pt W

!PM (in vacuum) 4.3 4.25 4.8 4.5 4.5 5.3 4.6

n-Ge 0.54 0.48 0.59 0.49 0.48

p-Ge 0.5 0.3

n-Si 0.78 0.72 0.8 0.61 0.61 0.9 0.67

p-Si 0.54 0.58 0.34 0.5 0.51 0.45

n-GaAs 0.88 0.8 0.9 0.84 0.8

p-GaAs 0.63 0.42

2.3. Thermal equilbrium

The flatband diagram, shown in Figure 2 (b), is not a thermal equilibrium diagram, since the Fermi energy in the
metal differs from that in the semiconductor. Electrons in the n-type semiconductor can lower their energy by
trversing the junction. As the electrons leave the semiconductor, a positive chage, due to the ionized donor
atoms, stays behind. This charge creates a negative field and lowers the band edges of the semiconductor.
Electrons flow into the meta until equilibrium is reached between the diffusion of electrons from the
semiconductor into the meta and the drift of electrons caused by the field created by the ionized impurty atoms.
This equilibrium is characterized by a constat Ferm energy thoughout the strcture.

E

qøB
Ec

-'E F

q rP

..

E,
1

Ev

Xd

Figure 3 : Energy band diagram of a metal-semiconductor contact in thermal equilibrium.

It is of interest to note that in thermal equilbrium, i.e. with no external voltage applied, there is a region in the
semiconductor close to the junction ( ), which is depleted of mobile carriers. We call this the depletion region.
The potential across the semiconductor equals the built-in potential, f¡.

4/6/04 4:26 PM
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2.4. Forward and reverse bias

Operation of a meta-semiconductor junction under forward and reverse bias is illustrated with Figure 4. As a
positive bias is applied to the metal (Figure 4 (a)), the Fermi energy of the metal is lowered with respect to the
Fermi energy in the semiconductor. This results in a smaller potential drop across the semiconductor. The
balance between diffusion and drft is disturbed and more electrons wil diffuse towards the meta th the number
drifting into the semiconductor. This leads to a positive current though the junction at a voltage comparable to
the built-in potentiaL.

E. EA

...........;¡.
......1..

Ev

Ee
EF

Be
BF

Ev

x x

(a) (b)

Figure 4 : Energy band diagram of a metal-semiconductor junction under (a) fOlward and (b) reverse bias

As a negative voltage is applied (Figure 4 (b)), the Ferm energy of the metal is raised with respect to the Fermi
energy in the semiconductor. The potential across the semiconductor now increases, yielding a larger depletion
region and a larger electrc field at the interface. The barer, which restricts the electrons to the meta, is
unchanged so that the flow of electrons is limited by that bamer independent of the applied voltage. The.
metal-semiconductor junction with positive barer height has therefore a pronounced rectifying behavior. A large
current exists under forward bias, while almost no curent exists under reverse bias.

The potential across the semiconductor therefore equas the built-in potential, f¡, minus the applied voltage, Va'

¡ix = CD) - ¡.x = 0) = A - Va (2.1)

3. Electrostatic analysis

3.1. General discussion - Poisson's equation

The electrostatic analysis of a metal-semiconductor junction is of interest since it provides knowledge about the
charge and field in the depletion region. It is also required to obta the capacitace-voltage charcteristics of the
diode.

The general analysis start by settng up Poisson's equation:d2 f ,0 q +-
~=--=--(p-n+Nd -NaJ (3.1)

4/6/04 4:26 PM
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dx'" t.% .:%
where the charge density, r, is writtn as a function of the electron density, the hole density and the donor and
acceptor densities. To solve the equation, we have to express the electron and hole density; nand p, as a function
of the potential, f, yielding:

d2 yJ = 2qn¡ (sin yJ- IF + sin IF)dx2.~ li li (3.2)

with

. IF N; - N;sin - =
li 2n¡

where the potential is chosen to be zero in the n-ty region, where x )0)0 xn.

This second-order non-linear diferential equation (3.2) can not be solved analytcally. Instead we wil make the
simplifying assumption that the depletion region is fully depleted and that the adjacent neutrl regions contan no
chage. This full depletion approximation is the topic of section 3.2.

(3.3)

3.2. Full depletion approximation

The simple analytc model ofthe meta-semiconductor junction is based on the full depletion approximation.
This approximation is obtaned by assuming that the semiconductor is fully depleted over a distace xd' called the

depletion region. While ths assumption does not provide an accurate charge distrbution, it does provide very
reasonable approximate expressions for the electric field and potential throughout the semiconductor.

3.3. Full depletion analysis

We now apply the flÙl depletion approximation to an M-S junction containing an n-type semiconductor. We
define the depletion region to be between the meta-semiconductor intenace (x = 0) and the edge of the depletion
region (x = x~. The depletion layer width, xd' is unknown at this point but wil later be expressed as a function

of the applied voltage.

To find the depletion layer width, we sta with the charge density in the semiconductor and calculate the electric
field and the potential across the semiconductor as a function of the depletion layer width. We then solve for the
depletion layer width by requiring the potential across the semiconductor to equa the difference between the
built-in potential and the applied voltage, f¡ - Va. The different steps of the analysis are ilustrated by Figure 3. i.

As the semiconductor is depleted of mobile carers withn the depletion region, the charge density in that region
is due to the ionized donors. Outside the depletion region, the semiconductor is assumed neutral. This yields the
following expressions for the charge density, r:

,cx)=qNd O':x(xd
,cx) = 0 Xd ( x

where we assumed full ionization so that the ionized donor density equals the donor density, N cJ This charge

density is shown in Figure 3. i (a). The charge in the semiconductor is exactly balanced by the charge in the
meta, QM, so that no electrc field exists except around the meta-semiconductor intenace.

(3.3.4)

p. FtUl depletion

approximat on

I actual

/ x

õ I
qNd

d~(x) _ /1
-;- l~

tldÂ=R
.';

x

/Xd
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/"
0i = -Qd

~ V--Qd =_qNdxd
ma" "l.~ .:~

(b)(a)

dø(x) =-S(x)
dx

Ax) = -rS(x)dx

ø. E .

q~.- -. - - - -~Ft~va) Ec
------------ - ------. E. Fø-Va x

E;

E.

x

i;

..I-v; =-~)'" 2 ""'-
i;

(c) (d)

Figure 3.1 : (a) Charge density, (b) electric field, (c) potential and (d) energy as obtaned with the full
depletion analysis.

Using Gauss's law we obtan electnc field as a function of position, also shown in Figure 3.1 (b):

qNd
Sex) = ---(Xd -x) 0 (x( xd

.'S (3.5)

SeX) = 0 Xd ~x

where es is the dielectnc constant of the semiconductor. We also assumed that the electric field is zero outside the

depletion region. It is expected to be zero there since a non-zero field would cause the mobile cariers to
redistnbute until there is no field. The depletion region does not contain mobile car.ers so that there can be an
electric field. The largest (absolute) value of the electnc field is obtaned at the interface and is given by:

S(x = 0) = - qNdxd = _Qd (3.6)co co"S "S
where the electnc field was also related to the total charge (per unit area), Qd' in the depletion layer. Since the

electric field is minus the gradient of the potential, one obtans the potential by integrating the expression for the
electnc field, yielding:

;ix) = 0 x ~ 0
qNd 2 2

;ix) = -(xd -(xd-x) J 0 (x ( xd
2 .~

(3.7)
2qNdxd;ix)=-2.~

We now assume that the potential across the meta can be neglected. Since the density of free cariers is very high
in a meta, the thickness of the charge layer in the meta is very thn. Therefore, the potential across the metal is
several orders of magnitude smaller that that across the semiconductor, even though the total amount of charge is
the same in both regions.

Xd ~x

The tota potential difference across the semiconductor equals the built-in potential, f¡, in thermal equilibrium and

is furter reduced/increased by the applied voltage when a positive/negative voltage is applied to the meta as
described by equation (3.2.5). This boundary condition provides the following relation between the semiconductor

potential at the surace, the applied voltage and the depletion layer width:

qNdx~
¡t -V" = -jix = 0) =-- (3.8)

4/6/04 4:26 PM
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2.~

Solving ths expression for the depletion layer width, xd, yields:

Ad =
2 .~ (tf - Va)

qNd (3.9)

3.4. Junction capacitance

In addition, we can obtain the capacitace as a function of the applied voltage by tang the derivative of the

charge with respect to the applied voltage yielding:

C j = I~;: I =
q.~Nd

2(A - Va)

,~
(3.10)

Ad

The last term in the equation indicates that the expression of a paralel plate capacitor stll applies. One can
understad ths once one realizes that the charge added/removed from the depletion layer as one decreases/increases
the applied voltage is added/removed only at the edge of the depletion region. While the parlel plate capacitor

expression seems to imply that the capacitance is coustant, the meta-semiconductor junction capacitance is not
constat since the depletion layer width, xd, varies with the applied voltage.

3.5. Schottky barrier lowering

Image charges build up in the meta electrode of a meta-semiconductor junction as carers approach the
meta-semiconductor interface. The potential associated with these chages reduces the effective barer height.
This barrer reduction tends to be rather small compared to the barrier height itself. Nevertheless this barer
reduction is of interest since it depends on the applied voltage and leads to a voltage dependence of the reverse bias
curent. Note that this barrier lowering is olÙY experienced by a carrier while approaching the interface and wil
therefore not be noticeable in a capacitace-voltage measurement.

An energy band diagra of an n-type silicon Schotty barer including the barer lowering is shown in Figure
3.2:

0.5

0

g -0.5
èø EF
I-

-101
=r;

-1.5

-2

-5

Ev

o 5 10 15

Distance (nm)

Figure 3.2: Energy band diagram of a silicon Schotty barer with fB = 0.8 V and Nd = 1019 cm-3.

Shown is the energy band diagram obtained using the full-depletion approximation, the potential reduction
experienced by electrons, which approach the interface and the resulting conduction band edge. A rounding of the
conduction bad edge ca be observed at the meta -semiconductor interface as well as a reduction of the height of
the barer.

The calculation of the barer reduction assumes tht the chage of an electron close to the metal-semiconductor
interface attracts an opposite surace charge, which exactly balances the electron's charge so tht the electnc field

4/6/04 4:26 PM
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surounding the electron does not penetrte beyond ths surace charge. The time to build-up the surace chage
and the time to polarze the semiconductor around the moving electron is assumed to be much shorter than the
transit time of the electron. This scenaro is based on the assumption that there are no mobile or fixed charges
around the electron as it approaches the meta-semiconductor interface. The electron and the induced surface
charges are shown in Figure 3.3:

Metal Semi-conductor Metal Semi -conductor

/=
Sudace .
charge

..
Ir ag e

charge
Electron Electron

~ ~
(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: a) Field lines and surface charges due to an electron in close proximity to a perfect conductor

and b) the field lines and image charge of an electron.

It can be shown that the electric field in the semiconductor is identical to that of the carer itself and another
carer with opposite charge at equa distace but on the opposite side of the interface. This chage is called the
image chage. The difference between the actual surface charges and the image charge is tht the fields in the
meta are distinctly different. The image chage concepts is justified on the basis that the electnc field lines are
perpendicular to the surface a perfect conductor, so that, in the case of a flat interface, the mirror image of the
field lines provides continuous field lines across the interface.

The barer lowering depends on the squae root of the electnc field at the interface and is calculated from:

O.ØB ~ ~qZ_
4 n-s' 5

(3.11)

4. Schottky diode current

The current across a metal-semiconductor junction is mainly due to majority carers. Three distinctly different
mechansms exist: diffusion of carrers from the semiconductor into the meta, thermonic emission of cariers
across the Schott barrier and quatu-mechanical tunneling though the barer. The diffusion theory assumes

that the drving force is distributed over the length of the depletion layer. The thermonic emission theory on the
other hand postates that only energetic carriers, those, which have an energy equal to or larger than the
conduction band energy at the meta-semiconductor interface, contnbute to the current flow. Quantum-mechancal
tuneling though the barer takes into account the wave-nature of the electrons, allowing them to penetrate

though thin barers. In a given junction, a combination of all three mechansms could exist. However, typically
one finds that only one limits the curent, making it the dominant current mechansm.

The analysis reveals that the diffusion and thermonic emission curents can be written in the following form:

In =qvNc exp( - h)(exp(a) -1) (4.1)
/i Vf

This expression states that the current is the product of the electronic charge, q, a velocity, v, and the density of
available carrers in the semiconductor located next to the interface. The velocity equals the mobility multiplied

with the field at the interface for the diffusion current and the Richardson velocity (see section 3.4.2) for the
thermionic emission curent. The minus one term ensures that the curent is zero if no voltage is applied as in
thermal equilibrium any motion of carrers is balanced by a motion of carriers in the opposite direction.

The tunneling current is of a similar form, namely:

In=qvRne (4.2)
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where vR is the Richardson velocity and 11 is the density of carers in the semiconductor. The tueling

probability term, Q, is added since the tota current depends on the carer flux arrving at the tuel barer

multiplied with the probability, Q, that they tunnel through the barrier.

4.1. Diffusion current

This analysis assumes that the depletion layer is large compared to the mean free path, so that the concepts of
drift and diffusion are valid. The resulting curent density equals:

In = q2;Nc 2q(i-V-)Nd exp(- ~)(exp(Va)-IJ (4.3)t .'§ /i /i
The curent therefore depends exponentially on the applied voltage, Va' and the barer height, fB. The prefactor

"can more easily be understood if one rewrites it as a function of the electric field at the meta-semiconductor
interface, & max:

Smax
2q(i -V-)Nd

(4.4)
~~

yielding:

J n = q,ln.&max Nc exp( - 4)(expta) -1)/i /i
so that the prefactor equals the drift curent at the meta-semiconductor interface, which for zero

(4.5)

4.2 Thermionic emission

The thermonic emission theory assumes that electrous, which have an energy larger than the top of the barer,
wil cross the barer provided they move towards the barrer. The actual shape of the barrer is hereby ignored
The current ca be expressed as:

JMS = A*T2 e -f1 /Vr (eV"/Vt -1) (4.6)

* 2
h A* 4Jrqm kwere =

h3
is the Richardson constat and fB is the Schott barrier height.

The expression for the current due to thermonic emission can also be written as a function of the average
velocity with which the electrons at the interface approach the barrer. This velocity is referred to as the
Richardson velocity given by:

VR = ~ kT
2 ;r

(4.7)

So that the current density becomes:

4 VJ n = qvRNc exp( --)(exp( -E) -1)Vf /i (4.8)

4.3. Tunneling

The tunneling curent is obtaned from the product of the carer charge, velocity and density. The velocity equals
the Richardson velocity, the velocity with which on average the carrers approach the barer. The carrer density
equals the density of available electrons, 11, multiplied with the tuneling probability, Q, yielding:In=qvRne (4.9)
Where the tunneling probability is obtaned from:
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e = exp( -~ ,J2qm* h312 i

l 3 Ii S
(4.10)

and the electrcfield equas & = fB/L.

The tunneling current therefore depends exponentially on the barrer height, fB, to the 3/2 power.
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SCHOTTKY DIODES

Metal-semiconductor contact at zero bias

Electrons in the conduction band of a crystal can be viewed as sitting in a potential box formed by
the crystal boundaries (see Fig. 1). This potential box for electrons is usually deeper in a metal than
in a semiconductor. If a metal and a semiconductor are brought together into a close proximity,
some electrons from the metal will move into the semiconductor and some electrons from the
semiconductor wil move into the metal. However, since the barrier for the electron escape from the
metal is higher, more electrons wil transfer from the semiconductor into the metal than in the
opposite direction. At thermal equilibrium, the metal will be charged negatively, and the
semiconductor wil be charged positively, forming a dipole layer that is very similar to that in a p+-n
junction. The Fermi level will be constant throughout the entire metal-semiconductor system, and
the energy band diagram in the semiconductor will be similar to that for an n-type semiconductor in
a p+-n junction (see Fig. 2).

Electrons in metal Electrons in
semconductor

il''¡
i:
Q)..o
0.

-iE F- - - -

¡ q v'"EF

Ec

Di stance

Fig. 1. Schematic energy diagram for electrons in conduction bands of a metal and of a
semiconductor.

Energies F m and F S shown in Fig. 2 are called the metal and the semiconductor work
functions. The work function is equal to the difference between the vacuum level (which is
defined as a free electron energy in vacuum) and the Fermi leveL. The electron affinity of the
semiconductor, Cs (also shown in Fig. 2), corresponds to the energy separation between the
vacuum level and the conduction band edge of the semiconductor.

.. ? J'
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1.5

Vacuum Level
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~0)'-
0)c
W

1

Xs Øs

qVbi

Ee

EF
-0.5

Metal
Eg Semiconductor

-1.5
-0.5 a Ev

1 1.50.5

Distance (¡.m)

Fig. 2. Simplified energy diagram of GaAs metal-semiconductor barrier q fb is the barrier height
(0.75 eV), Cs is the electron affnity in the semiconductor, Fs and Fro are the semiconductor and
the metal work functions, and Vb; (0.591 V) is the built-in voltage. Donor concentration in GaAs is

1015 cm-3.

A metal-semiconductor diode is called a Schottky diode. In the idealized picture of the Schottky
junction shown in Fig. 2, the energy barrier between the semiconductor and the metal is

q$b = øm -Xs (1 )

Since Fro;: Fs the metal is charged negatively. The positive net space charge in the semiconductor
leads to a band bending

q ~i = 0 m - 0 s (2)

where Vbi is called the built-in voltage, in analogy with the corresponding quantity in a p-n
junction. Note that q Vbi is also identical to the difference between the Fermi levels in the metal
and the semiconductor when separated by a large distance (no exchange of charge); see Fig. 1.

However, eq. (1) and Fig. 2 are not quite correct. In reality, a change in the metal work function,
Fro, is not equal to the corresponding change in the barrier height ,fb' as predicted by eq. (1). In
actual Schottky diodes, fb increases with an increase in Fro but only by 0.1 to 0.3 eV when Fro
increases by 1 to 2 eV. Even though a detailed and accurate understanding of Schottky barrier
formation remains a challenge, many properties of Schottky barriers may be understood
independently of the exact mechanism determining the barrier height. In other words, we can
simply determine the effective barrier height from experimental data. Usually, as a crude and
empirical rule of thumb, we can assume that the Schottky barrier height for an n-type
semiconductor is close to 1/2 and 2/3 of the energy gap.

In a Schottky diode, the semiconductor band diagram looks very similar to that of an n-type
semiconductor in a p+-n diode (compare Fig. 1a and 2). Hence, the variation of the space charge
density, r, the electric field, F, and the potential, f, in the semiconductor near the
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metal-semiconductor interface can be found using the depletion approximation:

Rc = PcS

Remf?=-W
Ln,n+l

~n+l =2Re +R&q-, W

(3)

(4)

(5)

(Here x = 0 corresponds to the metal-semiconductor interface.) The depletion layer width, xn' at
zero bias is given by

Schottky diode under bias

i
Rsq = at

(6)

Forward bias corresponds to a positive voltage applied to the metal with respect to the
semiconductor. Just as for a p+-n junction, the depletion width under small forward bias and
reverse bias may be obtained by substituting Vbi with Vbr V, where V is the applied voltage. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, the application of a forward bias decreases the potential barrier for electrons
moving from the semiconductor into the metal. Hence, the current-voltage characteristic of a
Schottky diode can be described by a diode equation, similar to that for a p-n junction diode :

1=18 L ex(V~~:8J-iJ
(7)

where 's is the saturation current, Rsis the series resistance, Vth = kBT/q is the thermal voltage,

and h is the ideality factor (h typically varies from 1.02 to 1.6).
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Fig. 3. Band diagrams for a GaAs Schottky barrier diode at (a) zero bias, (b) 0.2 V forward bias,
and (c) 5 V reverse bias. Dashed line shows the position of the Fermi level in the metal (x 0: 0) and
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in the semiconductor (x ~ 0).

Thermionic emission.

The diode saturation current, Is' is typically much larger for Schotty barrier diodes than in p-n

junction diodes since the Schottky barrier height is smaller than the barrier height in p-n junction
diodes. In a p-n junction, the height of the barrier separating electrons in the conduction band of
the n-type region from the bottom of the conduction band in the p-region is on the order of the
energy gap. A typical Schottky barrier height is only about two thirds of the energy gap or less, as
mentioned above. Also, the mechanism of the electron conduction is different. One can show that
the saturation current density in a Schottky diode with a relatively low doped semiconductor is
given by

. * 2 (¡pb )lss =A T ex- kBT
(8)

where A* is called the Richardson constant. For a conduction band minimum with spherical
surfaces of equal energy (such as the G minimum in GaAs) ,2 ()* mnqkB mn A

A = a. 2 3 i:120 0.- 2 2
2n 1i me em K (9)

where mn is the effective mass and a is an empirical factor on the order of unity. The Schottky
diode model described by eqs. (8) and (9) is called the thermionic emission model. For Schottky
barrier diodes of Si, A* = 96 A/(cm2K2). For GaAs, A* = 4.4 A/(cm2K2).

The basic assumption of the thermionic model is that electrons have to pass over the barrier in
order to cross the boundary between the metal and the semiconductor. Hence, to find the
saturation current, we have to estimate the number of electrons passing over the barrier and their
velocities. The number of electrons, N(E)dE, having energies between E and E + dE is
proportional to the product of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, feE), and the number of states
in this energy interval, g(E)dE, where geE) is the density of states:

N( E)dE = g( E)f( E):E (10)

(N(E) = dn(E)dE where neE) is the number of electrons in the conduction band with energies higher
than E. At high energies, the Fermi-Dirac occupation function is very close to the Boltzmann
distribution function :

f.E)= (E - E r "'(E: -/)l+ex F B
kBT (11)

The next step should be to multiply the number of the electrons, N(E)dE, in the energy interval from
E to E + dE by the velocity of these electrons. We have to account for different directions of the
electron velocities and integrate over energies higher than the barrier height in order to determine
the flux of the electrons coming from the semiconductor into the metal. Finally, we deduct the flux
of the electrons coming from the metal into the semiconductor. The difference between these two
fluxes will be proportional to the current density predicted by the thermionic modeL. However, we
can take a much simpler route if we are interested in understanding the physics of the thermionic
modeL. To this end, let us consider a Schottky diode under a strong reverse bias when V is
negative and - V ~~ hkB T. Then' = - 's (see eq. (7)), and the band diagram looks like that shown
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in Fig. 3c. In this case the energy difference between the Fermi level in the semiconductor and the
top of the barrier is so large that practically no electrons are available to come from the
semiconductor into the metal. However, the Fermi level in the metal is much closer to the top of the
barrier, and electrons stil come from the metal into the semiconductor. The flux of these electrons
constitutes the saturation current. In order to estimate this flux, we should recall that the density of
states is a relatively slow function of energy (g(E) is proportional to (E - Ec) 1/2; compared to the
distribution function, which decreases by exp(1) 02.718 each time E increases by kaT. Hence, the
largest contribution into the electron flux will come from the electrons that are a few ka T above the
barrier. The number of such electrons wil be proportional to the effective density of states in the
semiconductor

(m k TJ3/2
N =2 n Be 2n1i2

(12)

and to exp(-fb1kB 7). Their velocity in the direction perpendicular to the metal semiconductor

interface is proportional to the thermal velocity

Vthnx = .JkBT
mn

(13)

Hence, the saturation current density is given by

. = C N (--l)v = 2C (mnkBT) 312 ~kBT (_~)Jss q eex k T thnx .,2 ex k TB lin ~ B
= ~ 1 cmnk~T2 ex (- CPb J2n3 1i3 kBT (14)

where C is a numerical constant of the order of unity. With a proper choice of C, this equation
coincides with eqs. (8) and (9).

Thermionic-field emission

In relatively highly doped semiconductors, the depletion region becomes so narrow that electrons
can tunnel through the barrier near the top (see Fig. 4b). This process is called thermionic-field
emission. In order to understand thermionic-field emission, we have to recall once again that the
number of electrons with energies above a given energy E decreases exponentially with energy as
exp(-E/(ka 7)). On the other hand, the barrier transparency increases exponentially with the

decrease in the barrier width. Hence, as the doping increases and the barrier becomes thinner,
the dominant electron tunneling path occurs at lower energies than the top of the barrier (see Fig.
4b).

In degenerate semiconductors, especially in semiconductors with a small electron effective
mass such as GaAs, electrons can tunnel through the barrier near or at the Fermi level, and the
tunneling current is dominant. This mechanism is called field emission (see Fig. 4c).
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Fig. 4. Band diagrams of Schottky barrier junctions for GaAs for doping levels N d = 101 5 cm-3

(top graph), Nd = 1017 cm-3 (middle graph), and Nd = 1018 cm-3 (bottom graph). Arrows indicate
electron transfer across the barrier under forward bias. At very low doping levels, electrons go over
the barrier closer to the top of the barrier (this process is called thermionic emission). At moderated
doping levels, electrons tunnel across the barrier closer to the top of the barrier (this process is
called thermionic-field emission). In highly doped degenerate semiconductors, electrons near the
Fermi level tunnel across a very thin depletion region (this process is called field emission).

The current-voltage characteristic of a Schottky diode in the case of thermionic-field emission can
be calculated using the same approach as for the thermionic model, except that in thermionic-field
emission case, we have to evaluate the product of the tunneling transmission coeffcient and the
number of electrons at a given energy as a function of energy and integrate over the states in the
conduction band. Such a calculation (see Rhoderick and Williams (1988)) yields the following
expression for the current density in the thermionic-field emission regime under forward bias:

.. (qVìJ = Jstj ex EJ
(15)

where

( Eoo J
Eo = Eoo cot kET

(16)

¡ € 3) J1/2h N Nd em-Eoo=L --=L85xlO-ll (eV)
4ft ~ mnEs (mn Imo XEsl Eo)
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In GaAs Schottky diodes, the thermionic-field emission becomes important for Nd:; 1017 cm-3 at

300 K and for Nd:; 1016 cm-3 at 77 K. In silicon, the corresponding values of Nd are several
times larger. The forward j-V charactenstics are shown in Fig. 5.

..
N 104~
U""
-c 102'-
::..

100..
0.7c o. i 0.6~i: /" Voltage (V)+- 10-2 i~c 10(ILi- -4

1rr:' 10u

Fig. 5. Forward j- V charactenstics of GaAs Schottky diodes doped at 101 5, 1017, and 1018 cm-3
(curves are marked accordingly) at T = 300 K.

The resistance of the Schottky barrier in the field emission regime is quite low. Therefore metal-n+
contacts are used as ohmic contacts. The specific contact resistance, rc' decreases with the

increase in the doping level of the semiconductor. (This resistance may vary from 10-3 ilcm2 to
10-7 ilcm2 or even smaller depending on semiconductor material, doping level, contact metal, and
ohmic contact fabrication technology.)

A Schottky diode is a majority carrier device, where electron-hole recombination is usually not
important. Hence, Schottky diodes have a much faster response under forward bias conditions
than p-n junction diodes. Therefore, Schottky diodes are used in applications where the speed of a
response is important, for example, in microwave detectors, mixers, and varactors.
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OHMIC CONTACTS

In the case of a p-n diode, for example, contacts have to be provided to both p-type and n-type
regions of the device in order to connect the diode to an external circuit. These contacts have to
be as unobtrusive as possible, so that the current flowing through a semiconductor device and,
hence, through the contacts, leads to the. smallest parasitic voltage drop possible. Whatever
voltage drop does occur across the contact has to be proportional to the current so that the
contacts do not introduce uncontrollable and unexpected nonlinear elements into the circuit. Since
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such contacts satisfy Ohm's law, they are usually called ohmic contacts.

As was discussed, a contact between a metal and a semiconductor is typically a Schottky barrier
contact. However, if the semiconductor is very highly doped, the Schottky barrier depletion region
becomes very thin, as illustrated in Fig. 4. At very high doping levels, a thin depletion layer
becomes quite transparent for electron tunneling. This suggests that a practical way to make a
good ohmic contact is to make a very highly doped semiconductor region between the contact
metal and the semiconductor.

It may have been better to use a metal with a work function, F m' which is equal to or smaller than

the work function of a semiconductor, F s' However, for most semiconductors, it is diffcult to find
such a metal acceptable for practical contacts.

Current-voltage characteristics of a Schottky barrier diode and of an ohmic contact are compared in
Fig. 1. As was mentioned above, a good ohmic contact should have a linear current-voltage
characteristic and a very small resistance that is negligible compared to the resistance of the active
region of the semiconductor device. An ohmic contact with the i-v characteristic shown in Fig. 2
does not satisfy fully these conditions since the voltage drop across this contact is not negligibly
small compared with the voltage drop across the Schottky diode at moderate current densities
above 0.1 kNcm2.

As was discussed, the barrier between a metal and a semiconductor is usually smaller for
semiconductors with smaller energy gaps. Hence, another way to decrease the contact resistance is
to place a layer of a narrow gap highly doped semiconductor material between the active region of
the device and the contact metal. Some of the best ohmic contacts to date have been made this
way.

A quantitative measure of the contact quality is the specifc contact resistance, rc, which is the

contact resistance of a unit area contact. Depending on the semiconductor material and on the
contact quality, rc can vary anywhere from 10-3 Ocm2 to 10-7 Ocm2 or even less.
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Fig. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of ohmic and Schottky barrier metal-semiconductor contacts
to GaAs. (Schottky contact is to GaAs doped at 1015 cm-3.) Ohmic contact resistance is 104
Ocm2.

Most semiconductor devices have either a sandwich structure or a planar structure, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The contact resistance of each contact in a sandwich structure contact is given by

Rc = PcS
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(1)

A typical current density in a sandwich type device can be as high as 104 Ncm2. Hence, the
specific contact resistance of 10-5 Ocm2 would lead to a voltage drop on the order of 0.1 V. This
may be barely acceptable. A larger specific contact resistance of 10-4 Ocm2 or so would definitely
lead to problems, as we can see from Fig. 1.

These estimates show that a semiconductor material can become viable for applications in
electronic devices only when good ohmic contacts with low contact resistances become available.
Often, poor ohmic contacts become a major stumbling block for applications of new semiconductor
materials.
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Wet-Chemical Etching and Cleaning of Silicon
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2. TMAH Etching Rates vs. Composition and Temperature
Similar to KOH, the TMH etch rate vares exponentially with temperature.
Table 4 relates silcon orientation-dependent etch rates of 1MAH to percent
composition, temperatue, and orientation. Table 4 is taken directly from (2).

Page 6

Etchant Temperature Direction Etch Remarks Resources
(0e) (plane) rate

(pm
mi -I)

5% TMAH: 60 (100) 0.33 (7)
95% H 20 70 0.48

80 0.87
90 1.4
60 (110) 0.64
70 0.74
80 1.4
90 1.8
60 (111) 0.026
90 0.034

10% 60 (100) 0.28 (7)
1MAH: 70 0.41
90% H2O 80 0.72

90 1.2

2% TMAH: 80 (100) 0.65 (8)

http://www.google.com/search?q=cache:BkquGvtSGHwJ:www. .irginiasemi.com/pdf/siliconetchingandcleaning.pdf+cleaning+siJicon&hl=en&ie=UTF-8
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98% H 20 (111) 0.41
5% TMAH: 80 (100) 0.63
95% H2O (111) 0.013
10% 80 (100) 0.57
TMAH: (111) 0.014
90% H2O
22% TMAH 90 (100) 0.9
in H 20 (110) 1.8

(111) 0.018

22% TMAH 90 (100) 0.6
inH 20 + (110) 0.12
0.5% (111) 0.01
suractant
22% TMAH 90 (100) 0.6
in H20 + 1 % (110) 0.1
suifactant (111) 0.009

4/20/04 3:53 PM

(8)

(8)

(110) is (9)
fastest

without
suifactant

(100) is (9)
fastest with
suifactant

Suifactants (9)
effect

saturates

\
EEDP
Similar to KOH, EDP is often used for fast removal and silcon micromachining.
Table 5 relates silcon orientation-dependent etch rates in EDP solutions to Temperatue
and Orientation.

Etchant Temperature Direction

(plane)

Etch
rate(0C)

Remarks Reference

500 ml
NH2(CH 2)2NH2:
88g C 6H4(OH) 2 :
234 ml H 20

(¡m
mi -I)
0.47
0.28
0.028

110 (100)

(110)

(111)

http://www.google.com/search?q=cache:BkquG.tSGHwJ:www. v ¡rginiasem i.com/pdf/si liconetchingandcleaning.pdf+cJeaning+si 1 icon&hl=en&ie=UTF-8
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EDP 'T' etch
Oldest EDP
formula
ER rises to ;:
0.83 jlillmin

afer exposure to

(10)
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Wet-Chemic.al Etching and Cleaning of Silicon

500 ml 115
NHz(CHz)zNHz:
160g C 6H4(OH) z :

160 ml H zO

(100) 0.45

F etch above 115 (100)

wl1.0g C 6H4NZ

F etch above 115 (100)

w/3.0g C 6H4N z

500 ml 50 (100)
NHz(CH z)zNHz: 75 (100)
80g C 6H4(OH) z : 95 (100)
3.6 C 6H4NZ : 66ml 105 (100)
HzO 110 (100)

46.4 mol% 118 (100)
NHz(CHz)zNHz: 4 (110)
mol% C 6H4(OH) (111)
z: 49.4 mol% H zO

250 ml 110 (100)

NHz(CHz)zNHz: (111)
45g C 6H4(OH) z :
120ml H zO

1.35

0.075
0.22
0.43
0.57
0.75

oxygen
EDP 'F' etch
Fast etch rate
Must be used at
high T to avoid
residue
Faster wI
pyrazine
Less sensitive to
oxygen
Smoother

EDP oS' etch
Slower etch rate
Suitable for

lower
temperature use
without residue

Stops on p ++

F Isotropic Silcon Etches
Often, isotropic etchants having dissolution rates independant of orientation are needed.
These chemical mixtures tend to uniformly remove material, and are limited by the mass
transport of chemical species to the crystal surace. The actual surface reaction rates are
so great that varations to atomic strcture do not alter the reaction speed relative to
chemical transport.
Table 6 lists several common recipes and is taken directly from (14).

Formula Comments Reference
HF, HNO 3 See (14) p73

4/20/04 3:53 PM

(11)

(11)

(11)

(11)

(12)

(13)

http://www .google.com/search?q~cache:BkquGvtSGHw J :www..irginiasemi.com/pdf/si i iconetchingandcleaning.pdf+cleaning+silicon&hl=en& ie~UTF-8
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Wet-Chemical Etching and Cleaning of Silicon

HF, HNO 3' H20 or CH 3COOH

900ml HNO 3' 95 ml HF,
5ml CH 3COOH, 14g NaCIO 2
745 ml HNO 3,105 ml HF,
75 ml CH 3COOH,
75 ml HCIO 4
50 ml HF, 50 ml CH 3 COOH,
200 mg KMnO 4 (fresh)
108 ml HF, 350g NH 4F per L H 20

Varous combinations give different
etch rates
15 ¡l1n/min

170 A/sec

Epi Etching 0.2 pm/min

Bpi Etching
n type 0.2-0.6 ohm-cm; 0.43 Nmin

p type 0.4 ohm-cm; 0.45 A/min
p type 15 ohm-cm; 0.23 A/min

G Silcon Defect Delineation Etches
Certain chemical etchants are strongly dependent on defects, and defect structures in the
single crystal silcon. These etchants are commonly used to high-light or delineate
defects in the material.
Table 7 lists the most common defect delineation mixtues, and is taken directly from

(14)

Formula

1 1 ml HF, 1 ml C 203(5M) Sirl

2 1 ml HF, 3 ml HNO 3'
1 ml CH 3COOH

3 2 m1 HF, 1 ml K2Cr 207
(0. 15M)
2m1HF,lmlCr 203

(0.15M)
200 ml HF, 1 HNO 3
60 m1 HF, 30 m1 HNO
60mlH 20
60 ml CH 3 COOH, 30 ml

(lg CrO 3to 2 m1 H20)

4

5

6 2mlHF,lmIHNO 3,2
ml AgNO 3 (0.65M in

Name Application Shelf

Dash

111 Silcon

Approx 5min etch

111 oe 100 n or p

(works best on p)
Approx 15 hr etch

100 or 111 silconSecco

Secco 100 or 111 silcon

Jenkns
Wright

P-N delineation
general use

does not roughen
defect free

regions
Approx 30 min
etch

Silver epitaxial layer

http://www .google.com/search?q~cache:BkquGvtSGHwJ :www.virginiasemi.com/pdf/si liconetchingandcleaning. pdf+cleaning+sil icon&hl=en& ie~UTF-8

faults

Life

5 min (20)

4120/04 3:53 PM

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Ref

8 h (21)

5 min (21)

5 mi (21)(20)

(20)
6 wks (21)(20)

(22)

(20)

Page 10ofl3



Wet-Chemi~al Etching and Cleaning of Silcon
4/20/04 3:53 PM

7

H20)
5 gm H 5106,5 mg Kl in
50 m1 H20, 2 ml HF

Sponheimer
Mills

Etch 5-20 seconds

junction
delineation

(22)

Page 9

8 Shipley 112° (23)
9 6 m1 HF, 19 m1 HNO (23)
10 (150g/1 (1.5M) CrO 3to Yang (24)

H20) to HF 1:1
11 600 m1 HF, 300 ml Copper (25)

HN0328g Cu(NO 3)2 ,3 Etch
m1 H 20

12 1000 ml H20, 1 drop (25)
(1.0N) KOH 3.54g kBr,
.708g KbrO 3

13 55g CuSO 4' SH20, 950 Copper (25)
m1 H20, 50 ml Hf Displacement

14 1 ml HF, 3 ml HNO
3 White 15 secs. PN

Junction etch with
stron light

15 3 ml HF, 5 ml HNO
3 ' CP-4 10 sec - 3 min (26)

3mlCH 3COOH P-N Junctions
16a 25 ml HF, 18 ml HNO 3 , SD1 2-4 min reveals (26)

5 ml CH 3COOH/.1Br2 edge and mixed
10 ml H20, 19 Cu(NO 3)2 dislocations

16b 100 ml HF; .1 to.5 ml P stain (26)
HN03

16c 50 ml dilute Cu(NO 3)2 N stain (26)
1 to 2 drops HF

16d 4% NaOH add 40 NaClO 80°C specimen (26)
until no H 2 evolution thnning (float
from Si specimen on

http://www .google.com/search?q~cache:BkquGvtSGHw J :www.virginiasemi.com/pdf/si liconetchingandcleaning. pdf+c1eaning+silicon&hl=en&ie~UTF-8 Page i i of 13



Wet-Chemical Etching and Cleaning of Silcon
4/20/04 3:53 PM

surface of etch)
17 300 ml HNO 3,600 ml Sailer Etch 4 hr Epi (27)

HF 2 ml Br 2' 24g Stacking Faults
Cu(NO 3)2 dilute 10:1
wtih H 20

18 a) 1) 75g CrO 3 in 1000 Schimmel Resistivity greater
ml H20 mix 1 par 1) to 2 than .2 ohm-cm
pars 48% HF (111) oe (100)

approx 5 min

b) mix par 1) to 2 pars Resistivity less
48% HFto 1.5 pars H 20 than .2 ohm-em

1959 H5I06, 50 ml H2O, Periodic Junction
2 ml HF, 5mg Kl HF DelIniation

Page 10

H Conclusion
There are many wet-chemical etch recipes known for etching silcon. These processes
are used for a varety of applications including micromachining, cleaning, and defect
delineation. The detailed behaviour and rate of the etchant wil var between laboratory
enviroments and exact processes. However, the data and phenomena recorded above
have been reported by many researchers and manufactures.
For furter details the reader is encourage to fully explore the direct and indirect

references sited.
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Wet-Chemical Etching and Cleaning of Silcon
4/20/04 3:53 PM

Etchant Temperature Direction Etch Remarks Reference
(0C) (plane) rate

(¡m
mi -1)

20% KOH: 20 (100) 0.025 Near Peak (3)
80% H2O 40 (100) 0.188 etch rate at the

60 (100) 0.45 conc. across

80 (100) 1.4 temperature
100 (100) 4.1

30% KOH: 20 (100) 0.024 Smoother (3)
70% H2O 40 (100) 0.108 surfaces than

60 (100) 0.41 at lower
80 (100) 1.3 concentration
100 (100) 3.8
20 (110) 0.035
40 (110) 0.16
60 (110) 0.62
80 (110) 2.0
100 (110) 5.8

Faster etch

rate for (110)
than for (100)

40% KOH: 20 (100) 0.020 (3)
60% H2O 40 (100) 0.088

60 (100) 0.33
80 (100) 1. 1

100 (100) 3.1

20% KOH: 20 (100) 0.015 Lower etch (3)
80%4 40 (100) 0.071 rate
H20: 1 60 (100) 0.28 Smoother
IPA) 80 (100) 0.96 Less

100 (100) 2.9 undercutting
Lower (100) :

(111)
etch-rate
ration

44% KOH: 120 (100) 5.8 High (4)
56% H2O (110) 11.7 Temperature

(111) 0.02

http://www.google.com/search?q=cache:BkquG,tSGHwJ:www. virginiasem i .com/pdf/sil i conetchingandcleaning.pdf+cleaning+silicon&hl=en&ie=UTF-8 Page 5 of 13



Wet-Chemical Etching and Cleaning of Silicon 4/20/04 3:53 PM

23.4%
KOH:
63.3%
H20:
13.3% IPA

80 (100)

(110)

Page 5

1.0

0.06
Sensìtive to

boron
concentration

(5)

D Anisotropic TMAH (tetramethylammonium hydroxide) Etching
Similar to KOH etching, lMAH is commonly used for fast removal and silcon
micromachining.

1. TMAH Etching Rates vs. Orientation
The orientation dependence of the lMAH etch rate is similar to KOH and vares
similarly in accordance to the atomic organization of the crystalographic plane.
Table 3 relates silcon orientation-dependent etch rates of lMAH (20.0wt%,
79.8°C) to orientation. Table 3 is taken directly from (6).

Orientation Etching rate (¡m
. 1)mi -

100 0.603

1101.114
210 1.154

211 1.132

2211.142
310 1.184

311 1.223

3201.211
3311.099
5301.097
540 1.135

111 0.017

Etching rate ratio

(i j k)/( 100) (i j k)/( 111)

1.000 37
1.84768
1.91470
1.877 69
1.89469
1.964 72

2.028 74
2.008 73

1.823 67

1.81966
1.882 69

0.027 1

http://www .google.com/search?q~cache:BkquGvtSGH w J :www.virginiasemi.com/pdf/siliconetch Ingandclean Ing.pdf+clean ing+si licon&hl=en&ie=UTF-8 Page 6 of.3
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hinding energy of siliciin (4.67 eV). This value is very close to ihe viiiiie AH
ohhiiiied fmni tiq. 78 by seiiing ~". .. o.

5.5.2 Measurement of BarrIer Height

Dai;iciilly, four melhods are used 10 measiire ihe biirricr hcisht tl( a
nietóll-semicontluclor contact: the currenl-volliigc, uciiva(ion enersy,

capacicance-voltage, and photoelectric methods. Jl

CurrentVoltage Me..urement For moderalely doped semiconduc-

tors, the i-v characleristics in the forward direction with V;: 3kTlq is

given by Eq. 49:.

J - AIITiexp( - ~cl;.) exp(a(At.; V)) (79)

where t/.. is ihe zero. field asymploiic barrier height ill shown in Fig. IS,
A ii is the elfeclive Richardson constant, und A~ is the Schollky burrier
lowering. Since both A I. and At/ are functions of ihe applied voltage, the

(orwiird J - V characteristic ((or V ~ 3leTlq) is represented by J-
exp(aV/nlT), as given previously In Eq. 53, where n lithe ideality (actor:

n ii .!L-lLleT aOn J)

= (i .. !.~ +!T. a(ln A..)) .1 (80)av q aV .
Typical exiimples arc shown in Fig. 22, where II - 1.02 for ihe W-Si diode
and" .. U)4 lor the W-G:IAs.diodc.J1 The extriipoluted value o( current
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i.h:nshy lit zero vult,,;e is the salurútion ClIrrent js. iind the barrier height
ciin b\ i)btained frum the equation

kT (AUT!)... ..--In --- .q Is (81)

The viiliie uf ... is nut very sensitive to the choice of A.'. since iil mom
temptriilure.ii 100% im:reiisc in A'. wil cause an increase of only 0.018 V
in.._ Tbe lheoretical reluiionship between JIi and 41". (or ...) lit room
h:mp.raturc: is pluth:d in Fig. 23 fur A" -120A/cm~/K'. For other vulues
of A". parallel lincs c:in be drawn on this plot ll) obtiiin the proper
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reliillonship. In the reverse direction. the dominant elJec:t is due to the
Scbotcky-biirrier lowering. or

J" .. Is (for V" :: 3leT/q)

_ A 'IT' eiifl( - ~!!) up(.. gýg11!) (12)i( leT
where

~ _ ¡~~f) (V + V.. _ II:).

If ihe burrier heisht ci"'". is suffcienily smaller ihan the biindgiip so tbat the
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dcph:iiun-Iiiyi:r lieneriition-recombiniition current is I¡QUIII in conipiirison

wiih ihe Schotlky emission curreni, ihen ihe reverse current wil increiise
griidiiilly wiih the revi:rse bias liS ¥iven by Eq. 82.

Fur mosl of the praciiciil Schouky diodes, however, ihe dominant

revi:rse curri:nt component is the cdge-leakuGe current, which is caused by

2.3

Chiracterlzallon 01 Birrl.r Hetght

the shiirp eilge iiroond ihe periphery of ihe metiil plate. This sharp-edge
elfccC is siniihir to the junction curvature effect (with r¡-O) as discussed in
Chiiptcr 2. To diminiih: this i:recl, meiiil_semieonduclor diodes have been
(iibrÍ\lltcd wiih a Jilfused giiird ring as shown)J in Fig. 24d. The guard riiig
is II deep ".cype dilfusion, and the dopinii profile is tailored to give the p-n
junction ii higher breukdown voliage than that of the metal_semiconductor
contact. Because of the elimination of ihe sharp-edge effect, ncar-ideal
forward and reverse f-V characteristics have been obtained. fiSure 24b
shows II comp¡~r.i.son bet\yeen experimental mcasuremenl from II ptSi-Si
diode wiih guurd-riui and theoreliciil calculation based on Eq. 82. The
iigreeinenl is exci:llent. The shiirp incrcase of current neiir 30 V is due to
aviiianche breakdown iind is expected for the diode with a donur concen-
triliion of 2,5)( lO"cm-l.

The effcacy of guard ring structures in preventina premature breakdown
lInd surface leakiige ciin be ascertained by studyinS reverse leiikiige current
as a funciion of diode diameter at constant reverse bias. For ihis purpose,
arrays of Schouky diodes with difterent diumeiers can be formed on the
semiconducior. Figure 25 shOWll the measured reverse leakase currents al

l EXPERIMENT
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fli. 25 RClerse leakige currenl ii I lunellon 01 dioe diameter lor NISI-51 dio'
lormed on n-type ,lIeon wllh Nø U 6)( '0" em '. (Aller Andrew, ane Koch. ReI. 33.)
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a~tivaiion energy plots of the forward currenl in AI-ri-iype Si conCacls

iinneiiied at various h:mperaturcs.l1 The slopes of ihese plols indicale a
neady linear increase of effeciive Schouky barrÎc:r heighC from 0.7 i 10
0.81 V for annealing temperiiiures beiween 450 and 6SO"C. These obser-
val ions were also confirmed wiih i-v iind C-V memmremenls.

Obviously, when ihe AI-Si euleciic lemperaiure (- 580°) is reiiched. ihe
Irue melalhirgical nalure of ihe melal-semiconduclor musl be considerably
modiled. I)eh:rminaiion of ihe ordinale inlercepls from ihe plols shown in
lig. 27 indicates ih¡il the electrically aciive area increases by a fuctor of 2
when ihe ¡innealing lemperiture exceeds che AI-Si eutectic temperaiure.

Capacitance-Voltage Mea.urement The barrier height can also be
determined by ihe capacilance measurement. When a small ae voltage is
sup.erimposed upon a dc.bias, charges of one sign are induced on ihe melal
surfiice and charges of ihe opposile sign in ihe semiconduclor. The

relaiionship beiween e ¡ind V is given by Eq. 9. Figure 28 shows some
iypical results where i/el is plolh:d ag!!i!lSI the iipplied voJilige. From the

I 2
v CVOLTS I

FIg. 21 lIC' versus applied vollage 10' W-SI and W-GaAs diodes. (Aile' Crowell.
Siiac" ind Si" R,I. 31.) .
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inh:rcept on the voltage axis, the barrier height can be determined:"'"

leT+..-V1+V.+--A+ (85)
a

where Vi is the vollage intercept, iind V. the depth of the Fermi level
below ihe conduction band, which ciin be computed if the doping concen-
trition is known. From the slope the carrier density can be determined (Eq.
10e). (This method cun ill so be used to meiisure the doping variution in iin
epitiixiiiliayer.)

The e-v measurement ciin also be u5ed to study deep impurity leveli.
Figure 29 shows a semiconductur with one shallow doplni level iind one
deep dllDur level. JJ Under bias, 1111 che donors above the Fermi level wil be
iunized, giving II highr doping cuncenlriition near the interface. When a
smalliic signal Is superlmpused on the dc biiis and when the deep level can
fulluw the signiil, ihere wil be an iidditioniii contribution of dNldV to the
tiipiidlllfce. Figure 30 shows i/el verSU5 V ftir viirim,s frequencies. The
luw-frequency curves ciin reveiil the properties of the deep impurities. To
obliiin the burrier height of semiconductor with one shallow levelund one
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101

ii riinction or diode diameCer.)) The solid lines dniwn throiigh the
cxperimentalduta have slopes equal to 2, showing thut the leiikiige currents
Iln: proportionlll to the device area. ir, on the other hiind, the leiikiige
currents lire domlniiced by edge effects, the data would be expected to lie
Iilonl striiighl line i with slope i equal to iinity.

For some Schollky diodes, the reverse current has an additioniil voltage
dependence. Thii dependence iirises from the fact that if the metal-
semiconductor interface is free from Intervenina layers of oxide iind other
cunhiminants, the electrons in the metal hove wave runclions that
penetrate Into the semiconductor energy giip. This is ii quantum-mechanical
cirect that results in a static dipole layer at the metal-semiconductor

interface. The dipole Iiiyer causes the intrinsic burrier height to viiry
i.lightly with the field, so a.""la'I..,. O. To a first iipproximation the static
lowerinii ciin he c:prcliscd as

(.1+ )..'" "" c,'I.. (1l3)
where ø .. a+..Ja'l... Figiire 26 shows.good.agreement between the theory
iind meiisurements of the reverse current in a RhSi-Si t.lode, based on an
enip;rÏl:ul vu'ue of a .. 17 Å.

Acllvetlon Energy Me..uremenl The principal adviintiiiie of
Si:hollky-barrier deh:rinination by ßleiins of iin iictivation energy

Im:asurelUent i5 that no aSlumption of electrically active area is requin:d.
This feature is particularly' important in the investigation of novel or

Ch.raçt.r1aUon 0' S.rrl.r Height :lS

unuliiial metal-semiconductor interfaces, because often the true value of
the contiicting area is not known. In the case of poorly cleaned or
incompletely reacted surfaces, the electrically active area may be only a
sm¡11I rraction of the geometric area. On the other hand, a strona metallur.

gicul n:¡iccion could reliult in rough nonplanar metiil-semiconductor inter.
race wich un_.eh:ctrically active area thiit iii larger than the apparent
geomecric iirea.

ir Eq. 49 is multiplied by An the eleccrically active area, we obtain

In(l~/T2) -In(A.A ..) - q(... - VI' )/lcT (84)
where ('(.8_ - VI') is the activation energy. Over a limited range of
temperature (e.g., 273 K ~ T ~ 373 K), the value of A.. and .". arc essen.

tiiilly temperature-independent. Thus for a given forward bias V~., the slope
iif a plot of In(l~rrz) versus lIT yieldii the barrier height ."., and the
oriliimle intercept at lIT.. 0 yields the product of the electrically active

area A. iind the effective Richardson constant A...
To ilustrate the importance of the uctivation energy methiid in the

investigiit.iùn of interfacial ßletiilhirgical reactions, ligure 27 shows the
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.. hincciun of diude diameter." The llulid lincii dmwn chrough ihe
eiiperinienlal d;ll4I h;ivi: lllopes cqual to 2, showing ihal ihc Icakage currenls
iin: propuriiuniil lu ihe device area. If. on ihe oiher hilml. ihe: leakage:

currenli arc dominiited by cdgc cffects, ihe diiia would be cxpected to lic
alonii straigli linei ",iih ,lopes equal 10 uniiy.

Fur some Schollky diodcs. ihe revcne currenl has an uddiiiuniil voliiigc
dependence. This dcpendence arisCl from ihc fuel 111111 if ihe melal-
semiconducior inii:rface is free from inii:rveninii layen of oxide: iind ocher
cuni;iminanis. che: eleclrons in ihe metal havc wave funciions ihat
pcnctrute inlo ihe llemÍl:om.luclur eneriiy iiip. This is u quiintum-mechiinical
cirecl ihat results in a ~Iatic dipule Iiiycr ut ihc metii.lscmiconduclor

interface. The dipule hiyer causes the intrinsic burrier heighi to vary
i-lighllY wiih ihc field. ~u il....Jai.,. O. To a firsl ¡ipproiiimiition ihe lltaiic

luwcring ciin b. ciiprc)M:d as

(.1" ).." .. CI'I.
where.. .. a"IHJil'l.. ligure 26 shows guúdïagrecment be:lwcen ihe: theory
ami meiisur.:menis of ihc reverse currenl in a RliSi-Si diude, bascd un an
empiriciil value of .. .. 17 Å.

Aetlv.tlon Energy M...ur.ment The principal adv¡inl;ige uf
Schullky-b;irrie:r dch:rllinilion by means uf an aclivlilillß ene:rgy
mca.."r.:",cnl il. that nu anumptï.tn uf clectrically iutivc uro:.. i~ rcquin:d.
llii~ fcature i$ particularly impuriani in the invcsii~aiiun of novi:1 or

(1B)
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unlisu;11 melal-semiconductor inierfaces. because often ihe Irue value of
ihe contaciinii area is not known. In the case of poorly cleaned or
incomple:tcly reacted surfaces. the electrically active area may be only a
sm¡IJI fraction of the iieomeiric areii. On ihe oiher hand. a strong metallur.
lic¡ll. reaction .could result in rough nonplanar mi:tiil-semiconductor inter-
face: wiih an electrically aciive areii I hilt is larger ihan ihe iipparent

geometric: arca.
ir Eq. 49 is multiplicd by An ihe: elecirically aciive area. we obCain

InCI.T1) -lnCA.A ..) - qC... - VI' )/leT (84)
where (1(..". - VI') iii ihe aciiviilÍun e:ncrsy. Ovcr a limited ranii of
ii:mpi:rahire (e.g.. 273 K c: 'r c: 373 K). ihe value of A.. und .... are cSlIcn-
ii¡illy icnipcriiiure:-independent. Thus for a given forward bias VI', the slope
iif li pillt uf InCl"rrl) versus Itf yields the biirrier hcight .... iind ihe
orilil¡;le: inlercept lit liT.. 0 yields the pruduct of the: elecirically active
arca At ;100 thi: effective Richardson constanl A.'.

I'll iUuslrale the importance of ihe ac:iiviiiion energy methud In ihe
invesiig;iiiun of inlcrfacial meiiilhirgical reiictions. figure 27 shows the
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VR - 'I(V - vu). (86b)

When the squ¡ire root of the photoresponse is ploned liS a function of
photon energy, a straight line should be oblained, and ihe exlrapolated value
on ihe energy ltxis should give direclly the b¡irrier height. Figure 32 shows ihe
photoresponse of W-Si and W-GaAs diodes. the barrier heights of 0.65 and
0.80 e V, respcctively.

The phoioclectric measuremenl cun be used 10 study other device iind
material pllflimeters. II has been used to determine the imiige-force dielec-
tric constant of Au-Si diodes.'o By measuring ihe shifi of the photo-
threshold under dilferent reverse biases, one can determine ihe image-force
lowerini 11.,. From a plot of 11'" versus Ýi, the image for dielectric
constant (IJi.) can be determined, as shown previously in Fig. 5. The
photoelectric measurement has been used to study the temperature
dependence of the barrier height.- The photothreshold is meosured as a
function of temperature of Au-Si diodes. The shift of photothreshold

correlates reasonably well with the temperature dependence of the silicon-
bandgup. This result implies that the Fermi level at the Au-Si interface is

0' iO
hir Ievt

FIg. 32 Square root 01 the photorespon.. per Incident photon versus photon energy lor

W-SI and w-aAl diode.. The .,e1r.polat.d valu.. ar. lhe corespondIng barrier height
a.. (After Crowell. Serae.. and Sie. ReI. 31.)
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Tabl.4 Barrier Height 01 Metal Silcide on n-Type SI

Forming Meliing

McI,,1 .,11 Tcmpcriiiure Tempcr"iure
Silcide IV) Siniciure ("C) ("C)

CoSi 0.68 Cubic 400 14M)

CoSh 0.64 Cubic 450 1326

CrS¡' CI.S7 Hexllgoii11 450 1475 lI l
IHSi CI.S3 Orihothi,iñllic .. 55C1 2200

IrSi 0.93 - JCM)

MnSi 0.76 Cubic 4CIO 125

MnliSi,v 0.72 Telrigiimil 800. 1145

MuS¡' CI.SS "cinigoii11 I oeM)" 19110

Ni~Si 0.7-0,75 Orihurhombic 2110 1318

NiSi 0.66-0.75 Orihiirhombic 4110 992

NiSi, 0.7 Cubic 1100. 993

PdiSi 0.72-0.75 Hexagoniil 200 1330

PiSi 0.84 Orthiihombic lClO 1229

RhSi 0.69 Cubic 300

TaSi: 0.59 Hexligon,,1 750. 2200

TiSi: (UO Orihurhumbic MO 1540

WS¡, 0." T elrllgon¡11 650 2150

ZrSii 0," Orihorhombic 6lM) 1520

.Ciin bi =' 7CicC under clcan inii:rfiice condiliun.

pinned in relution to the vulence-bund edge, and this is in agreement with
our discussion in Section S.S.I.

M..iur.d Barrl.r HeIght.. .The .r-Y, C-V, iictiviition energy, and
photoelectric methtlds have been used to measure the barrier heights. For
intimate contacts with clean interface, these methods generiilly yield con-
sistent biirrier heights within :t 0.02 V. A large discrepancy between
dilferent methods may result from such causes as contamination in the
interfiice. intervening insuliiiing Iiiyer, edge leakage current, or deep im-
purity levels. . .

The meusured Schottky burrier heighls ure listed)91 in Tuble 3 for some
elementul and compound semiconductors. The barrier heights are
representutive viilues for metal-semiconductur contucts miide by deposi-
tion of hiih-purlty metuls in II good viicuum system ontu cleuved ur
chemlcully cleiined semiconductor surfuces. As expected. silcon iind GIiAs
meiiil-semiconductor contacts are most extensively studied. Among the
metiill¡, iold, Iiluminum, und plutinum ure most commonly used. The burrier
heights of metal silcides on n-type silcon are listed.z..,. in Table 4.

It should be poirited out that the barrier height is generully sensitive to

c

l Choroci.rlzoilon of 80,,).r H.lght
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Fig. 33 Barrier heigh'. on ,,-iyp 81 .nd Go". m...ured at room lemp.raiur. .,ier
annealing al varlou. iemparalur...

200

pre-deposition and post-deposition heat treatments." Fiiure 33 shows the
burrier heights on n-type Si and OaAI measured at room temperature afcer
annealina at various temperatures. The barrier height of ii pc-Si diode is
0.9 V. After annealing at 300C or higher temperatures, ptSi is formed at
the interfacc.' and +.. decreases to 0.85 V. For pt-OiiAi contact che
barrier height increases frum 0.84 V to 0.87 V when PtAs! is furmed it 

the

interface.- When an AI-Si diode is annealed above 4SerC; the burrier
height begins Co Increase.' presumablY due to diffusion of Si In AI (alsu see a:i..
27). Fur a W-SI diude the biirrler heiahC remains constant until the anoculina
temperature Is above iOOC, where WSii Is formed....

5,5.3 B.rrl.r Height Adluitm.nt

For a standurd SchottkY barrlcr, the barrier helaht Ii determined pri-
marily by chc chiiructer of the metuland the metal_iiemiconductur Intcrfiilt
pruperty and Is nearly independent of thc dopini. Usual Schottky barriers
on II given semiconductor (c.g., n- or p-cype Si) therefore iive a Ilnite
number of choices for barrier height (Tables 3 and 4).
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ABSTRACT

The electrcal propees of Aufi. Ti30,'¡SnOi sJrctues were invesiigate by forward bias i-V, forward and

reverse bias C- V and GIro V measuemets. The reslts indicate sJrctul disorderig, presence of the interace

states in the BTO capacitors and existence of polarzation. Dielectrc constat(i;'), dielectrc loss( i;") and
dielectrc tagent(taô) were found as 170,309 and 1,8 respetively at 50 kH C-V and G/roV were meaured
in the fruency rage of i kHz-5 MH. It wa found that dielectrc constant(i;') and dielectrc loss(i;")
systmatically decree with increaing frequency in 10 kHz- I MH fruency range and taô ver fruency
plol exhibits a miimum at about 5 kH. The ideality factor and series resista were found to be i ,5 and 1030
n resptively frm I-V measurments and series resistace was found as 350 n from the meaured

conductance in strong accumulation region. The observtions are comparble with the other values for BTO
sJrctus report in ihe litertue.

Key Words: AulI.Ti30,'¡SnOi strctures, Dielecirc constat, Dieleciric loss, Frequency depedence,
Series resistance

1. INTRODUCTION

Whn a metal is brought into intimate contact with a
semiconductor, a potential barer is formed at the

metal- semiconductor (MS) interface (I). In 1938,
Schottk suggested that the rectifying behavior could
arse from a potential barier as a result of the stable
space charges in the semiconductor. This model is
kno~ as the Schott Barer (SB). Meta-
semiconductor devices ca also show non-rectifying
behavior; that is, the contact has a negligible resistace
regardless of the polarty of the applied voltage. Such a
contact is called an ohmic contact. The height of
potential barer can be determined by the difference
between the work fuction of the metal (lim) and

semiconductor (li.) (I J. The work fuction is the energy
difference between the vacuum level and Femi level
(EF). When a forward bias voltage Va is applied to the
junction, tht effective barer height in the
semiconductor becomes q ( liB- V.) and the electrn

flow from the semiconductor into the metal is enhanced
by a factor. exp(qV.,T). Experientally obtained

barer heights deviate from this rule and the basic
mechanisms of the Schott Barer formation are stil a
field of intensive researh. BiiTi30ii strctus are the
simplest and among .the most well known compounds
among the bismuth layer-strctued ferroelectrcs and

'Correspondig author, e-mail: fudap(gtaek.gov.tr

are paricularly interesting because of their peculiar
switching behavior (2,3) resulting from a small c-axis
component of the spontaeous polartion and a small

coercive force. Bi4 Ti30ii is a tyical ferroelectrc

material with useful properties.

2:MATERlL AND METHODS

Th BiiTi30ii (BTO) thin film which is used in this
study was obtained through hot compaction of

BiiTi3012 powder. The mixtue of At and Oi was used

as a working medum. The strctue of the obtained
BTO thin film was determined by rf magnetron

sputtering. The BTO thin film was grown on SnOi
substrate. The chemical composition of fùm was
determined by the X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy
method using a scaning electon microscope REM-

101M. The spectral line intenity relation for BTO film
was compared with a stadard sample. After compsing
the back ohmc contact, the gold top contacts
(rectifying contacts), with a thickness of about 2000 Å
and a diameter of 2.5 f.m, were depsited on the film
by usg a shadow-mask at room tempetue by rf

sputterng. The electron diffction pattrns of
Bi. Ti30ii mm with a thickness of -2 f.m were obtained
by magnetron sputterig on crystal substrte at
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temperatues arund 700 °C. The measurements of
capacitace vs. voltage (C- V) and conductance vs.
voltage (G- V) charcteristics for the Au/4Ti30ii/SnOi
strctue were pedormed by using a Hewlett-Packar

HP 4192 A LF impedance analyser (5 Hz-13 MHz) at
varous frequencies, between 1 kH and 5 MH. The
curnt-voltage (I-V) charcteristics for
Aul4Ti30ii/SnOi strtue were obtained by using a

Keithley model 614 electrmeter and 220
programable cons curnt soure at room
temperatu. The sample was ted on a coppe
holder in a box and the electrcal conta were created
with the upper gold elecodes by using tiny silver
coated wires with silver paste.

2.1. Current-Voltage Characteristics

A tyicalfoiward bias semi-logarthic In(I)-V
charcterstics of Aul4Ti30li/SnOi strctues is
shown in Figue 1. Th In(I)- V cue consists of two
linear regions with different slopes, one at low bias S;0,7

V and one at mid bias region (0,7VS;VS; 0,9V) showing
the exponential relationship between the curent:l an
voltage.

1.E-Q3

1.E-04

~ l,E-Q5

~i:
e
ß 1.E-0

1 1.2 1.4
Voltage(V)

Figue 'l. Foiward bias i-V

Aul4Ti30ii/SnOi strctues.
characteristics of

In high bias region (~ 0,9 V) the series resistance R. can
be dominated from linear par. The most interesting
region for a Schottk diode, i.e" the mid bias region

which is dominated by the diffsion component of the

curent, shows a linear behaviour in the semi-

logarthmic plot enabling .one to extrct the importt

diode pareters (ideaity factor n, reserve satution
curent is and barer height). The most common theory
of Schottky barer diode is based on the thermionic

emission (TE) and according to this model, the curent-
voltage (i-V) relationship is given by;

I = IsreX~ ~)-IJ (I)

where q is the electronic charge, k is the Boltzan
constat, T is the absolute temperatue, VB is the

voltage across the junction and Is is the reserve

satution curent and described by (I),

Is = AA'Ti exp(-qøo / kT) (2)
where A is the area of rectifYing contact (diode), A-is
the modified Richardson constat and li is the effective
barer height from metal to semiconductor. The Is was

foun as 6,13.10-15 Amphere by extrpolating the linea
mid bias region of the cure to zero applied voltage axis

and the ideality factor n was found to be 1,5 from the
slope of this linea region. When the strctue has a
series resistace and intedace states, ideality factor n
becomes higher than unity; most prctical Schott

diodes show deviation from the ideal thermionic theory.
For the case of the diode with a high seres resistace
and ideality factor, the relation between the applied
foiward bias V and the curt i can be wrtten as (I 0-13), ,

I = I s eXP(k~ (V - IRs)J (3)

when Vo :; 3kT/q (1). A method to extrct the series
resistace R. of ideal Schott diode (i.e., n=l) was first
proposed by Norde (10). For kn.a case, Sato and
Yasamur (11) and ID:;I case Bohlin (I2l modifed
Norde's approach to extrct the values of n, Rs and li

from the foiward bias i-V data of any Schott diode.
The equation can be wrtten as:

V = RsAi + nØB + n kT Ln(y AA'Ti) (4)
q

Differentiatig Eq.(4) with respect to i and rearging
the term,

d(V,) _ (kT) R I
dLn(J) -n q + s

H(I) = V -(Ji)in(YAA-Ti)=nøB +R,I

i--~-.--

(5a)

(5b)

can be obtained (13). Thus, a plot of d(V)/dln(l) vs i
wil give R. as the slope and n(kT/q) as the y-axis

intercept. At room temperatue the d(V)/dln(l) vs. i plot
for Au/4Ti30l2/SnOi strctue is shown in Figue 2

(a). The values of ideality factor n and series resistace'
R. were found as 1,5 and 1030 n respectively. As can
be seen, the values deterined for the ideality factor n,
obtaed from the plots, are incompatible' with each
other.
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Figue 2. The experental dV/d(lnl) vs. I and
H(l)vs.plots for AulÌ4Ti301i1SnOi strctue.

Using the n value determined from Eq.(5a), H(I) vs. I
plot will also give a stright line (Figue 2b) with y-axis
intercept, equal to n~. The slope of this plot also
provides a second determination for R,, which can be
used to check the consistency of this approach. A
depart from the lìneaty in In(I)- V characterstics at
high forward bias N ~ 0.9 V) is usual and attbuted to

intedace states and the seres resistace of device(l4, lJ

2.2. Capacitance -Voltage Charactenstics

With the top and bottom metal electrodes, the
parameters of the Schott diode, including the
depletion layer capacitace (C¡), built-in voltage Nbi)
and space charge density (ND or NA) can be deterined

from a plot of lie. (e. is the meased capacitace)
versus d" (d" is meaured thickness), at vanous bias
voltages, In this section we will show our calculations
to detene the built in voltage Vb;' space charge

density ND, series resistace R, and frequency

dependence of dielectrc constat (e'), dielectric loss
(en) and dielectrc tagent (taõ) quantitatively by using

C-V and GIroV measurements and a detailed
equivalent circuit analysis ofBTO strctues.

5.7E-0
(oj eq5kH

OC(IOkll
eQ20kll
Oq50kH
IoQlOO_1
10(;0 kH
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Figure 3. Measured capacitace(C) and
conductace(G/ro) vs, gate bias for AulBÌ4Ti30iilSnOi
at different frequency.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) shows tyical CoY, and GIroV
cures of the strcture whose BTO layer has a thickness
d is 2 ~m, at different frequencies (5 kH -200 kH).
Additionally, the figures indicate the C-V-fand G/roV-
f response for the Schottky diode, showing that the
measurd capacitace (C) and conductace (Giro) are
dependent on bias voltage and frquency. The voltage

and frequency dependence is a function of a Schottky
barer; intedace state density and high series resistace

(16). In Figue 4(b), the series resistance versus

frequency cures show that at high frequency (f ~ 100
kH) the series resistace of the diode decreases with
increasing frequency. Figues 4(a) and (b) confirmed
that the series resistance vanes with applied bias and
frequency. Here we assumed that Schott barers

were formed at the tòp and bottom intedaces (i 1,13).
With built in vòltage Vbi, a depletion width should

follow a relationship such that
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WD = (:~:o (Vbi - V)Y~

where No, is the donor density, E¡ is the relative
~it~ity of interfacial layer and Eo is tle permitivity

of vacuum (1).---.-------.- ..--...--.....----- -. -------
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Figu 4. Freqency dependence of series
resistance() for Au/ì.Ti30IilSn02 strctue,

It is known that a capacitace of a Schott diode (1)
can be represented by:.- ~
i _ i(Vbi - VJ ,j (7)
C~ - q&s&oNDAJ

where Vj represents a drop of an exteral voltage at the
interface of the capasitor when an external voltage is
applied, Th Eq.7 predicts a linear relationship between
(l/C2) and V under strong bias conditions. The caer
doping density (No) values used in the calculations

(6)
were deterined from the slope of the linear par plot of
C-2 VS. V cures (Figure 5).

3,0&17

2,5&17

2,0&17

ff
1,5&17..

Q.. 1,0&17

5,0&16

0,080
-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 34 5 6 7 8

Vollage(V)

Figue; 5_ Plot of 1/C2 vs V for BTO strctue at
frequency of 50 kHz.

In 50 kH frequency and at room temperatue No value
was found in the rage of 1,36x101S cm-3, The built in

voltages of the BTO strctue is cowed and obtained by
fittng the high field with linea lines. From the x-axis
(voltage) intercepts, it was found that Vbi=I,6 Volt.
Additionally, seres resistace can be calculated from
the measured admittance (C- V and G- V) when the
devices are based in a strong accumulation region

according to (17):

R - Gms - G~ +(ø2C~) (8)

where Gm and c" represent equivalent parlel
conductace and capacitace in the strong accumulation
(at 6 volt) f¿r the measured device. The series resistance
is calculated -350 n frm the C-V and G-V cures in
the strong iiulation bias. This value is higher than

that of obtained from d(V/dln(n vs. I plot because i-v
meaement was cared out only under forWard bias
conditions. .

Additionally i:, En and ta/) were obtained at varous
frequencies, as shown in Figure 6. Dielectrc constat E'
decreaes with increasing frequency above 20 kH. The
measd small signal i:, En and tan/) were found to be
170, 309 and 1,8 respectively at 50 kH. These
observations ar comparable to the report values for

BTO strctues (18-22).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A small signal of 40 m V amplitude and 50 kH
frequency was applied to the bias across the sample
while bias was swug between -7 V and +7V. There
was a decrease Ùl the capacitance at strong bias and this
reduction in the capacitace may be attbuted to
increaed conductivity at strong dc bias. The dielectrc
constant (E'), dielectrc loss (En) and dielectrc tangent

(taö) at frequency 50 kHz were found to be 170, 309
and 1,8 respetively. Freqency response for dielectrc

250 .
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Figue 6. Dielectrc constat, loss and tagent as a
fuction of the fruency for Auli.Ti30iilSnOz.

properties, C-V and GlarV of AulBi,Ti301ilSnOi
strctues were meaured Ùl the frequency rage of i
kH-5 MHz. While dielectrc constant(t) and dielectrc
loss (E") decrease with Ùlcreasing frequency, in the 10
kH-5MH frequency rage, show a minimum at about
5 kH. The ideaty factor n and series resistace R.
were found at room temperatue to be 1,5 and 1030 n
repectively in forward bias i-V measurement.

Additionally series resistace R. was found to be 350n
frm the measured conductance in the strong
accumulation region. The higher value of the ideality
factor n and the dielectrc constant (t) may be
attbuted to a strctul disorder of the structue, and

also indicates the thickness of the structue layer and
surace charge density. C-V-f and G/roV-f
meaurements confirmed that the measurd capacitace
C and conductance G strongly depend on applied bias
voltage and frequeny. This dependence is due to the
presence of Schott baer, doping concentrtion (NA

or ND), density of interace states (Oit) an series
resistance (R). These observations are comparble to
the reported values for BTO strctues.
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